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JOE\ STAMOS WISHES YOU A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY. PAGE 14
THE
CAMP
Monologues front
and center.
Page 10,
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
Winter Walk
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
COLD FRONT — Winter returns with a vengeance as people leave the MCA after the
Flying Karamazov Brothers show yesterday.
Honors College,
Brewer High team
up on admissions
By Sandra Grace
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Honors College has teamed up
with Brewer High School to cre-
ate a program that will automati-
cally grant admission to the col-
lege for any honors graduate
from the high school.
The program, launched by
Brewer High School Director of
Instruction Julie Hackett, is an
attempt to familiarize talented
students with innovative, individ-
ual experiences similar to those
they may encounter at UMaine in
the Honors College.
Students must complete an
independent project and work
closely with a mentor in order to
graduate from Brewer with hon-
ors.
The university has approved
the curriculum that Brewer High
School has mapped out for its
honors students.
"One of the things the pro-
gram does is for a particular
group of students, it encourages
them to think about the universi-
ty as an alternative," said Charlie
Slavin, dean of the Honors
College.
See HONORS on Page 2
Schneider serves
students in role as
Maine Senator
By Ryan Clark always look your best," said
Staff Reporter Schneider as she searched
through her bag. "In order for
Some people in Orono people to take you seriously, youknow Elizabeth Schneider have to be serious in every aspect,as a neighbor, but others, including the way you look."
especially in Augusta, know her Once she had completed the
as senator, trek from the breakfast to her
The democratic lawmaker office, she arrived in the office of
represents Senate district 30, Senate President Beth Edmonds,
which includes the University of D
-Freeport.
Maine. The two discussed what they
Her former job as a member of
the Orono Town Council started
later in the day, Schneider's day
now starts at 5 a.m. After the nor-
mal hustle and bustle of waking
up and getting ready for work, she
leaves her driveway around 5:45.
Getting up early is normal,
but Tuesday morning was a bit
different. Most days she would
attempt to read a newspaper or
answer a six-inch thick pile of
mail, but Tuesday started at a
breakfast with almost every fire
chief in the state instead of at the hope to accomplish before they
State House. had their calendar meeting, which
During the event she decided is when each party sits down and
to eat less and talk more. In a mat- goes over what is being presented
ter of minutes, her conversation to the legislature.
went from garnering the attention "Its really important to know
of a single fire chief to attracting that we are a democracy,"
people from other tables. Before Edmonds said. "Even though I do
she knew it, she had 20 minutes to try to encourage people to vote
get to her office. As she got in her the way I do, people have their
car, the first thing she did was own minds and they have to rep-
make a mad dash for her lipstick.
"I think it's important to
"She is one of the hard-
esi working people I
know. When it came to
issues like the Lincoln
mill'and education, she
always put others first."
Gov. John Baldacci
See SENATOR on Page 7
Lobster-based pet treat hits market
Dog biscuits a product of Saltwater Marketing and UM research institute
By Brian Brown
News Editor
The Lobster Institute at the
University of Maine has teamed
up with Saltwater Marketing
and Blue Seal Feeds Inc. to
launch a lobster-based pet treat.
The idea is the brainchild of
Bob Bayer, executive director
of the Lobster Institute and pro-
fessor of animal and veterinary
science at UMaine, and it aims
to use every part of a lobster.
"We've always wanted to
use every bit of the lobster
possible; some parts were
going to the landfill," said
Bayer. "The role of the Lobster
Institute was to come up with a
concept to use these parts. It
was my idea to make the pet
treat."
The research began about
two years ago, and the product
hit the shelves two months ago
under the Blue Seal Feeds
label.
Patricia Pinto, president of
Saltwater Marketing, the com-
mercial arm of the Lobster
Institute, said the response so
far has been positive.
"We've heard that a lot of
dogs love it," she said. "We've
had a lot of repeat business."
Bayer said he used his two
dogs, a Labrador and a Sheltie,
for testing.
"They loved it," said Bayer.
See LOBSTER on Page 3
Slavery Speech
CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIOAUTHOR HOUR — Taryn Norman (left), Patricia Sithole (center) and Silviana Costa (right)present their papers at "Traffic in Bodies: Systems of Slavery in 19th Century Women's
Writing" on Wednesday.
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7 had a grandmother
die from smoking. It's
something I've always
been passionate about."
Derek Lambert
on why he helps students quit
smoking
his first e-mail from an indi-
vidual who wanted to quit
smoking.
"If he needs any help, I'll be
here," Lambert said.
He holds office hours from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday in Room 235 of
Memorial Union.
Interested individuals can
call 1-800-207-1230 and take
part in the Maine Bureau of
Health's Partnership for a
Tobacco Free Maine program.
For individuals that qualify,
the organization will send vouch-
ers for the person to a drugstore
where the individual can receive
the products for free.
Socialist Sermon
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SANDRA KLAUSMEYER
WARTIME REFLECTIONS — Professor Elisabeth Mckillen speaks during the Socialist
Marxist lecture Series in the Bangor Room on Thursday.
HONORS
From Page 1
"We want to encourage stu-
dents to come to the university
because we think what we have
here at the university is a good
thing," he said.
Specifically, the Honors
College hopes that the local pro-
gram will result in an increase in
local interest in the University.
The new honors program at
Brewer is, according to Slavin, a
win-win situation.
"It enables Brewer to provide
something extra for their students,
and it enables us to better identify
those students who are a good fit
Apartments & Houses
For Rent
Orono & Old Town
As low as $369 monthly per person
Eff, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 bedrooms available
Heat, water, sewer, plowing, mowing Included
Available June 1st & September 1st
KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono
ph: 866-7027
e-mail: kcmanagementinc@yahoo.corn
E-mail or stop by our office Today!
for the Honors College," he said.
This does not mean it will be
"We want to encourage
students to come to the
university because we
think what we have here
at the university is a
good thing."
Charlie Slavin
Dean
Honors College
the only way for a student at
Brewer to gain acceptance to
the Honors College.
Applications for students who
do not graduate from Brewer's hon-
ors program will still be accepted.
It is possible that in the future,
such programs will be created for
other high schools as well, in
which case an acceptable curricu-
lum would be worked out on a
school-by-school basis.
"It's not a one-size-fits-all,"
said Slavin.
Regardless of what happens in
the future, students at Brewer can
now look forward to an enriching
curriculum that will better pre-
'pare them for places like the
Honors HCohlloergse.T
College can look
forward to accepting students
they know to be motivated.
Beta Sleep Out
NbaefltRdpeMMOMi(6011M
Who: Beta Theta Pi fraternity
What. Brothers will sleep out all night in the cold; performer Ben Atherton-Zeman WI speak; free food for all I
When: 6 p.m Friday. Feb. 11-6 a.m. Saturday; Atherton-Zeman will also perfogn his one-man
comedy at 3 p.m. in the Bangor Room
Where: In front of the red house next to Hancock Hall
Why: To help rape victims in the community
To do your part, you can buy raffle tickets for Si each or $s for six.
Prizesinclude: Boo cstore, Margaritas and Marketplace gift certificates;$80 scanner; photos signed by Jimmy Howard.
For more information to sake a donation or to purchase tickets contact Andrew Knapp on first(lass os call 5igit,z1
IIMKNIO*010 11/.411.*11
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UM senior driven to
help peers kick habit
Grandmother's death prompts Lambert to
help his fellow students quit smoking
By Ali Shareef In a report released by the
For The Maine Campus American Lung Association in
July 2005, there were at least
A University of Maine stu- 1,044 cases of lung disease in
dent is offering free cessation Maine and 118 in Penobscot
products to help his fellow stu- County.
dents stop smoking. Smoking-related cancer
Derek Lambert, a senior sec- accounts for one-third of all
ondary education major, has deaths from cancer, Spencer
launched a three-year campaign said.
to assist students in kicking the Despite Lambert',s dedica-
habit. tion to assisting students quit
He often mans a table in smoking, he has not had a very
Memorial Union with informa- favorable response.
tion about the dangers of smok- One individual inquired
ing, and he meets with univer- about the cessation products for
sity officials to discuss enforc- her parents.
ing rules preventing smoking Thursday, Lambert received
within 20 feet of a building 
door.
"I had a grandmother die
from smoking," Lambert said.
Lambert said that he became
involved with anti-smoking
activities in high school.
"It's something I've always
been passionate about," he said.
Lambert is an intern for the
Bangor Region Partnership for
Health, one of 31 organizations
located in the state.
One of its primary objectives
is tobacco prevention and
tobacco cessation programs,
according to Janet Spencer,
director of BRPH.
"Tobacco is very hard to
quit," Spencer said. "Out of
100 people who try to quit
without help, only seven will
make it."
Spencer asserts that with
cessation products, counseling
and informational material, the
success rate climbs to 36 per-
cent.
The pamphlets and the sup-
plements are funded by agen-
cies that administer the money
collected from the tobacco set-
tlement lawsuits, which
amounted to over $50 million,
and BRPH receives $200,000
annually for its programs.
Androscoggin
Hall
JB
Appreciation
Week 2006
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POLICEBEAT
By Peter Bissell
For The Maine Campus
Brewer woman charged
after illegally parking
with expired placard
At 10:17 a.m. Feb. 6, officers
received a call from Parking
Services about a possible fraudu-
lent parking pass. Once arriving at
the Stevens Hall lot, officers
found a vehicle parked in a handi-
capped spot that displayed a hand-
icapped placard which had been
altered to make it appear that it
didn't expire until 2007, when in
fact it had expired in 2004. As a
result, the owner of the vehicle,
identified as Bridget Larson, 50,
of Brewer, was issued a summons
for misuse of a handicapped park-
ing placard.
Hancock Hall resident charged
with possession of marijuana
At 4:02 p.m. Tuesday, officers
received a call from Hancock Hall
regarding burning marijuana. Once
arriving at the room in question, offi-
cers knocked on the door and a voice
told them to come in. Upon entering,
the smell of marijuana intensified.
There were three people in the room,
and a fan running in the window
frame. The resident of the mom,
identified as Nathaniel Rutter, 19, of
Orono, turned over a box containing
a usable amount of marijuana, which
he admitted was his. All three indi-
viduals also admitted to smoking in
the room. As a result, Rutter was
issued a summons for possession of
a usable amount of marijuana, and
the other two individuals were
referred to judicial affairs.
Intoxicated Maine student sent to
penalty box for trespassing
At 8:06 p.m. Feb. 3, an officer on
duty at Alfond Arena during a hock-
ey game received a complaint of a
disorderly and highly intoxicated
individual in the student section. The
officer was able to locate the female
in question, and observed that she
was visibly intoxicated and was hav-
ing a difficult time standing. The
female, identified as Rebecca
Prosser, 22, of Old Town, was issued
a criminal trespass warning and told
to leave the arena. Within 10 min-
utes, Prosser was observed in the
lobby of the arena, arguing with staff
members and trying to regain admit-
tance. Prosser was placed under
arrest for criminal trespassing and
transported to the Penobscot County
Jail.
Hockey fan transported to jail
after police smell marijuana
At 6:58 p.m. Feb. 3, an officer
stationed at the Alfond Arena park-
ing lot next to Tau Kappa Epsilon
was directing hockey game traffic
when he was approached by a
vehicle. The driver, later identified
as Robert Frost, 47, of Winthrop,
asked the officer where he could
park for the game. While speaking
with Frost, the officer detected the
odors of intoxicating beverages
and burning marijuana coming
from the vehicle. He asked Frost to
pull over and administered several
field sobriety tests. Frost per-
formed poorly on the tests and was
placed under arrest for operating
under the influence. A search of
the car turned up a bag of marijua-
na stuffed between the seat and the
center console, as well as a roach
clip and Zig-Zag rolling papers.
There were also numerous empty
beer cans and bottles in the vehi-
cle. Frost was transported to
Penobscot County Jail and issued
summonses for operating under
the influence, possession of a
usable amount of marijuana, and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
JAMES MADISON
UtilORIAL ottLow•iltir
FOUNDATION
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE UP TO
$24,000
College seniors and graduates who are interested in
becoming secondary school teachers of American history,
American government, or social studies may apply.
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room
and board toward master's degrees.
For information and applications call:
James Madison Fellowships
1-800-525-6928
email: inadison@act.org
or visit our website
http://www.jamesmadison.corn
Monday
Aquacize
Wallace Pool. 5:45-6:45 a.m.
Senior Swim
Wallace Pool. 9:45- 10:45 a.m.
Cooking for a Crowd - Part 2
The second of a two-part
workshop covering food planning
and purchasing, storing, prepar-
ing, cooking and serving left-
overs handling as part of a
fundraising project. 9:30 a.m.-3
p.m. at 307 Maine Avenue,
Bangor.
Stress Buster
All-in-one class to relieve
stress, burn fat, firm up and
stretch out. Lengyel Gym. 4:45-
5:45 p.m.
Winter Carnival
Weeklong event begins at 8
p.m., campus-wide
Tuesday
Intro to AccVerify
Accessibility 101: a Universal
Web Design introductory work-
shop. 10-11 a.m. in the FFA room
of Memorial Union. For more
information, contact Alan Parks
on FirstClass or at 581-1236.
LOBSTER
From Page 1
"I haven't met a dog that has-
n't."
Pinto said the product has a
suggested retail price of $4.99
for a four-pound package and is
being regionally marketed in
COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Step Aerobics
A cardiovascular workout of
choreographed patterns on the
step board with upper body and
abdoThinal conditioning. Lengyel
Gym. 4:45-5:45 p.m.
Yoga
A class on breath work, pos-
ture, flexibility, endurance and
balance. Lengyel Gym. 6-7 p.m.
Wednesday
Aquacize
Wallace Pool. 5:45-6:45 p.m.
Blood Drive
Hosted by the Black Bear
Volunteers. 9a.m.- 5 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose Room of Memorial
Union.
Senior Swim
Wallace Pool. 9:45-10:45 a.m.
Saving Title IX
A Call for Action, part of the
Women in the Curriculum and
Women's Studies Program
Lunch Series. 12:15-1:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of Memorial
Union.
Appalachian History Lecture
A Footpath Through Time and
Space: The Emergence of Trail
Blue Seal company stores.
"We're focusing on the
Maine connection, and we've
now gone into test markets in
New England and the Mid-
Atlantic," said Pinto, who
added the product will soon be
available at the Blue Seal Web
site.
The Lobster Institute was
founded in 1987, and Bayer,
Culture Along the Appalachian
and Sierra Nevada Ranges
1876-1916. 12:30 p.m. in the
Alice Stewart Room of Stevens
Hall.
Yoga
Kripalu method blends the
physical postures of hatha yoga
with the contemplative meditation
of raja yoga. Lengyel Gym. 4-5
p.m.
Students For Social Equality
Discussion on the rise of
American militarism and a gen-
uine alternative to the two-
party corporalist domination of
society. 6 p.m. in the Senior
Skulls Room of Memorial
Union.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free and can be sent on
FirstClass to Khela Kupiec or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the impor-
tant information about your
event. Deadlines for submis-
sions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday pub-
lication.
who has been involved since its
inception, described the organi-
zation as a "problem-solving
group for the lobster industry."
"We're involved in research
and education for the lobster
region from Newfoundland to
New York City," he said.
For more information about
the Lobster Institute, visit its Web
site at www.lobsterinstitute.org.
iv-re 041060 by with the
-EVIAILA
tome j'eln the Senior Skulls In
their Second
Pokier Youritamestir
Saterdag
Febrestro 14th
chanart Alumni Noose
(Plebetire Naomi)
$20
Nog
10:00 GM start
time (be there
sit 9:45AM)
no admittance
after
11:00AM
For more information contact ttivew Fortin an First Class
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WORDoFMOUTH
What are your plans for
Valentine's Day?
"I work at the Bear's Den.
I'll be serving special
food."
Claire Blanke
History
Junior
"My girlfriend is in Waterville.
This Saturday we had Chinese
food by candlelight."
Nick Champagne
Civil Engineering
Freshman
"Avoid all the couples."
Corey Smith
Mechanical Engineering
Sophomore
"I hate Valentine's Day."
Joshua Wright
Physics and Math Double Major
Sophomore
"My husband is making me
a special dinner."
Danielle Jones
Resource Economics and Policy
Grad Student
"Studying."
Katie Jackson
Biology
Sophomore
THE NEW ENGLAND
COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY
Educating the world leaders of tomorrow fbr careers in
eye care delivety, research and education since 1894
Open Houses
10:00am - 2:00pm
Monday. January 30
Wednesday, February 08
Friday, February 17
Tuesday, February 21
Monday, February 27
Please call 617-236-6204 for reservations.
The New England College of Optometry
424 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02115
www.neco.edu
Revitalization planned for river
Project to remove dams and restore fish species to Penobscot
By Nick McCrea
For The Maine Campus
A recent meeting at the
University of Maine highlight-
ed the plans for an approxi-
mately $50 million project to
revitalize the Penobscot River
area.
The plan stems from an
unprecedented collaborative
effort between the Penobscot
Indian Nation, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, National Park
Service and the Maine
Audubon Society.
It would involve the removal
or upgrading of several dams
along the Penobscot River in
hopes of bringing the river back
to life.
Cheryl Daigle of the
Penobscot River Restoration
Trust addressed an assembly of
30 attendees in the Bangor
Lounge.
The PRRT is a group that
was formed to find ways to pro-
tect and rejuvenate the
Penobscot River.
Daigle presented a
slideshow, featuring pictur-
esque scenes of the area and its
wildlife, which outlined the
history of the Penobscot and
the changes that will occur
between today and 2010.
The PRRT has plans to pur-
chase three major dams along
the river from the Pennsylvania
Power and Light Co., a large-
scale electric company based in
Allentown, Pa.
A portion of the funding,
$25 million, would go toward
the purchase of the Veazie and
Great Works Dams, which will
be removed, and the Medway
Dam, which will be decommis-
sioned.
For another $25 million,
several other dams would be
upgraded to accommodate fish
migration and increased hydro-
electric power production.
Daigle said that one of the
PRRT's major challenges was
"finding a way to balance the
environmental concerns with
the concerns about losing
hydroelectric power."
Projections show that 90
percent of the dam's hydroelec-
tric capacity will be retained
due to upgrades, even after two
major dams are removed.
The removal and upgrades of
these dams are expected to
bring important fish species
back into the Penobscot River
area.
Pollution and dams without
sufficient fishery elevators
have been blamed for causing
11 species of fish to be placed
on the endangered list.
"The return of these fish
would spur environmental, cul-
tural and even economic
returns," said Daigle.
Correction
A Feb. 9 editorial about the
lack of tennis courts on cam-
pus stated that the new student
recreation center was hope-
lessly delayed. The student
recreation center is not
delayed, it is running on
schedule for it's 2007 opening.
As well the recreation cen-
ter will provide outdoor ten-
nis courts for the public.
The Maine Campus strives to
produce an accurate newspaper.
To report an error, e-mail
Matthew Conyers at
eic@mainecampus.com
With the return of the fish
would come an increase in
predators like bald eagles,
otters and herons.
The Penobscot Indian tribes
could restore their traditions of
fishing in the Penobscot River
like they had for centuries, pro-
viding them with a long-desired
opportunity for cultural revival.
Daigle said that new water-
fronts would be open after the
removal of the dams.
In some areas the removal of
the dams may create rapids,
which could spur new whitewa-
ter rafting companies and draw
tourists.
The state's economy would
also be boosted by the revival
of the fisheries in Penobscot
River and the Gulf of Maine.
Daigle's presentation was
organized by the University of
Maine's Society for
Conservation Biology.
David Ellis, vice president
of the group, talked about why
he felt it was important to
spread the word about this proj-
ect.
"We have a real opportunity
to be a part of the restoring one
of America's, and the world's,
great fishery resources," said
Ellis. "So many people are
affected by and have an effect
on this river. I feel that it is an
obligation to know what is
going on with it."
Listen to
91.9 F.M.
WMEB.
IN THE
STUDENT SENATE!
Open seats in all Colleges:
Exploration & Onward
Education & Human Development
Engineering
Liberal Arts & Sciences,
Natural Sciences, Forestry, & Agriculture
REPRESENT YOUR
STUDENT BODY!
Nomination Papers can be picked up in the
Student Government Office (1st floor, Memorial Union)
between 9 am - 3pm1 Mon -
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Now, all your
incoming calls
can be free.
 (Even the 5 calls
from your girlfriend
in the last 20 minutes.) 
when people are wasting your time, they're not wasting your money.
Free CALL MEsm Minutes
(in your local calling area)
$ilon95 • 1000 Anytime Minutesgt,U • FREE Incoming Text Messagesper month 
• FREE Incoming Picture Messages
Plus, ask about:
• Unlimited Nights & Weekends starting at 7 p.m.
GETUSC.COM
1-888-BUY-USCC
Motorola VTIO
Camera Phone
*. U.S. Cellular
We connect with you
offer void en hvo-year service agreement on !DPI ann,reMonaf Plans of $39.95 or higher. NI service agreements sublect to an early termination fee. Credit approval required. $30 activation fee $I 5 equipment change fee Roaming charges, fees, surcharges, overage charges and taxesTi 9196 Regulatoty Cost RecovafY Fee anPhes•msIS not alai' or gavernment'renuned charge. Laml network coverage and reliability may vary Usage rounded up to the next full minute. Use of service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions. Unimited Night andWeekend Fames valid maiday througb Friday 7:00 p.m. to 6:53 a.m. and all day Saturday and Sunday. Night and weekend minutes are availaNe in local calling area only. Free CALL ME' l'Ainutes are not deducted from package minutes and are only available when receiving calls inyour local calling area. Local calling area differs from national calling area. Use of the AOL Instant Messenger. service mobile application requires easyedge " data services, 30-Day Guarantee: Customer is responsible for any charges incurred poor to return. ©2005 Get Jam Mabeeand 143 Interactive are trademarks and service marks of their respective owners. nglits reserved. Other restrictions apply. See stcte For details. Limitoi time offer. 432006 US. Cellular Corporation.
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Lecture discusses brain disorder
Agenesis of Corpus Callosum Network educates UM about rare disease
By Elyse Kahl
For The Mahe Campus
Members of the Agenesis of
the Corpus Callosum Network
gathered Friday afternoon to give
a lecture about the rare brain dis-
order that they've devoted much
of their lives to studying.
This lecture kicked off the
College of Education and Human
Development's spring research
colloquium.
The purpose of these lectures
is to provide a place for college
faculty to share and discuss their
research and learn from one
other.
The ACC Network is an inter-
national group that provides a
means of communication for
people with brain abnormalities
of the corpus callosum, their
families and the professionals
that work with them.
The corpus callosum consists
of 200 million to 800 million
nerve fibers and allows informa-
tion to pass between both hemi-
spheres of the brain. When these
nerves do not develop, the condi-
tion is called agenesis of the cor-
pus callosum, which can cause
disabilities such as developmen-
tal delays, autistic behavior and
seizure disorders.
When creators of the ACC
Network Gary and Kathy
Schilmoeller first realized their
son had ACC, they were frustrat-
ed with the lack of information
they were given.
"I just had an incredible
hunger for knowledge," said
Kathy Schilmoeller.
After meeting another parent
of a child with ACC, the
Schilmoellers learned they could
find their own information.
"Families had a lot of infor-
mation that we could compare
and contrast," said Kathy
Schilmoeller.
The Schilmoellers sent out
surveys in hopes of finding more
information from other people
living with ACC. Through sur-
veys and phone calls, the ACC
Network now has a database of
ACC families from all 50 states
and more than 60 countries.
The Network has been in con-
tact with around 5,000 families,
and its directory consists of
about 4,000.
The Network is now able to
act as a translator for the fami-
lies.
"What you do in neuroscience
needs to be translated so parents
can understand," said Gary
Schilmoeller.
They take the research from
neurologists and convert it from
medical jargon into everyday
terms parents can relate to.
ACC is hard to diagnose and
research because almost every-
one with ACC has some other
condition. Trying to find a pure
sample of people with just ACC
can be very difficult.
By sending out information,
conducting research, responding
to contacts and questions, and
helping researchers contact peo-
ple who might be interested in
ACC research projects, the net-
work hopes to find and share as
much information as possible.
Along with the
Schilmoeller's, the Network con-
sists of Donna Doherty, Shihfen
Tu and Janice Bacon.
Kathy Schilmoeller has
worked as an unpaid volunteer
for 16 years and is the person
most people contact.
When speaking of his wife,
Gary Schilmoeller said, "She is
our inspiration, handling our
questions and yours with wis-
dom, grace, and humor. She has
a wealth of knowledge about
ACC issues and she shares that
knowledge generously."
Doherty joined the Network
about four years ago as a gradu-
ate student studying ACC and is
now the Network's only paid
employee.
She edits the newsletter,
answers phone calls and e-mails
and helps with other Network
tasks such as research.
Tu, assistant professor of edu-
cation and applied quantitative
methods, is co-coordinator of
research and evaluation and vol-
unteers to help with research.
Gary Schilmoeller, associate
professor of child development
and family relations, helps the
others whenever he can. He helps
write research reports and stuffs
envelopes for big mailings.
Schilmoeller also "occasion-
ally bakes cookies to thank
Kathy, Donna, Shihfen, and
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
LEARNING LESSONS — Gary Schilmoeller gives a lecture
on Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum.
Janice for being such a great
team."
Janice Bacon, administra-
tive assistant for the UMaine
human developmental faculty,
answers phone calls, helps
maintain the database, mails
information and lends support.
To learn more about ACC or
the ACC Network call 581-3119,
e-mail um-acc@maine.edu, or
visit its Web site at
umaine .edu/edhd/research/acc-
network.htm.
MA in Translation Studies
(French to English and English to French)
http://francais.concordia.ca
Translation Studies at Concordia University: A mirror of today's multicultural society, a laboratory of the future.
Areas of expertise:
• Translation Studies • Computer-Assisted Translation
• History of Translation • Linguistics
• Theories of Translation • Terminology
• Localization
Employment opportunities, grants and research assistantships available.
NB: Students must have near-native fluency in French.
Three Good Reasons to Study Translation at Concordia University
• Our faculty has won many national and international awards.
• It is an opportunity to study in French in a largely English-speaking university.
• You can study in Montreal, the largest French-speaking city in the world outside of
France and one of the most charming, multicultural and affordable cities in North America.
Deadline for application: April V, 2006
Concordia
UNIVERSITY
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
www,concordia.ca
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From Page 1
resent the interests of their own peo-
ple." •
After the meeting with
Edmonds, the Senate went into ses-
sion for 30 minutes.
The short session, which started
at 10:30 a.m., had not even marked
the midpoint of her day.
For more than an hour,
Schneider and other members of her
caucus met to discuss a piece of leg-
islation that dealt with underdevel-
oped housing.
Once the meeting concluded, the
notion of going to lunch could have
popped into her head, but she had
constituents waiting.
The talk began as a simple five-
minute chat about what she can do
for them but quickly became a
lengthy discussion about education,
in which Schneider plays an impor-
tant role as a member of the Joint
Standing Committee on Education
and Cultural Affairs.
Schneider then went to the com-
mittee meeting after grabbing a
grilled cheese sandwich.
As she arrived in the committee
room, the seats looked like a sea of
red with parents and students con-
cerned about how the changes in
education may affect small towns.
"I think its a good thing we have
senators and representatives on a
committee but in her case, she
spreads herself out," said Rep. Peter
Edgecomb, R-Caribou.
"I can understand the work load
that she has with all the messages
"I really appreciate the
passion she brings to the
issues that she cares
about."
Beth Edmonds
President
Maine Senate
and phone calls that come in," he
said.
More than 90 minutes into the
hearing, Schneider left to testify
before another committee on a piece
of legislation she sponsored.
The legislation centered on cre-
ating an incognito whistle-blowing
program. 
Thepurpose of the program is to
allow people to expose the negative
things that go on in government
without having to fear repercus-
sions.
The bill was tabled for a later
time.
After testifying, she ran back to
her education committee meeting,
where she saw Joseph Westphal,
chancellor of the University of
Maine system
Westphal, along with others,
asked for money to fund programs
such as nursing.
The meeting ended at 5 p.m., and
she could have gone home or
grabbed dinner, but she decided to
spend another hour going to a func-
tion about the number of unions in
the state.
Shortly after Schneider arrived at
the event, so did a friend, Gov. John
Baldacci, whom she helped during
his campaign.
"She is one of the hardest work-
ing people I know," Baldacci said.
"When it came to issues like the
Lincoln paper mill and education,
she always puts others first."
Edmonds shared the governor's
opinion.
"I really appreciate the passion
she brings to the issues that she
cares about," said Edmonds.
"Even when we do not agree, we
still find a way to work things out."
tt Works Wonders,
American
HOW
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Elizabeth Schneider is a democratic
senator who represents district 30, which includes Orono
and the University of Maine.
Visit us online at
www.mainecampus.com
The
* Winter Carnival *
cLoThiNg SwAp
tshirts, jeans, dresses, suits, pants, tanktops, longsleeves, dress shirts, skirts, shorts
WE ARE STILL ACCEPTING CLOTHING!
Drop off your freshly washed items* at the
Wade Leadership Center, Memorial Union,
THIS WEEKfrom 9am -wpm.
For each item your drop off,
you can take a new item from the swap!
*no intimate apparel please
Friday and Saturday
February 17th & 18th, loam -4pm
Multipurpose Room, First Floor Memorial Union
Open to the entire UMaine community! Fl\ II, contact Ken i Lyle or Gustavo Burkett via Fe
Lazy smokers
make UMaine
look bad
UMaine student Derek Lambert
is currently working to help students
who want to quit smoking. With
Lambert working to help students
who want to shake their adcliction,
the overall issue of smoking on cam-
pus is brought into perspective.
While smokers and non-smokers
alike are quick to defend their posi-
tions regarding accessibility on cam-
pus, the fact remains that entry ways
campus-wide are littered with ciga-
rette butts. Non-smokers can't help
but disapprove of the plant pots full
of butts in front of Donald P. Corbett
Business Building.
Smokers shouldn't shoulder the
blame entirely. The university
should look toward providing them
with adequate waste bins like the
ones that can be seen in selective
locations, as well as ensure that the
bins are emptied on a regular basis.
Smokers looking to defend their
habit can do their part in making the
university a cleaner place by utiliz-
ing the bins that are provided for
their cigarette but/s. Shrugging off
accusations is easy enough, but
when it comes right down to it, there
is a long paper trail leading back to
the real culprits.
Dorms either
roast or freeze
residents
After spending January in exile,
Jack Frost has reclaimed his icy grip
over the Orono region. This may not
be as noticeable in modem buildings
like Memorial Union and DPC, but
it's unavoidable in the tarpaper
shacks that on-campus students call
home.
When the dorms were built, there
wasn't enough mercury to put a
thermometer in each mom. As a
result, moms are either far too cold
or far too hot
UMaine has and — barring mad
scientist attacks — always will be
located in cold, cold Orono, Maine.
You would think keeping students
warm would be a higher priority
around here.
There are only two solutions to
this problem. UMaine can either
hire Charles Bronson to come and
stuff Jack Frost into a wood chipper,
or improve the dorm heating system.
Students would benefit from
having the temperature of each
mom maintained individually. And,
speaking from experience, bloody
wood chippers are really hard to
clean.
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Soldiers get their just deserts
Trend-setting coward brings back running to Canada
Perhaps the most important court
ruling of the Iraq war was set in
motion last week, and it had nothing
to do with torture, wire tapping, Abu
Ghraib or Guantanamo Bay. It was-
n't even argued before the Supreme
Court or in a military tribunal, but
rather, in the jurisdiction of our
good friends to the north: Canada 
For those not familiar, U.S.
Army deserter Jeremy Hinzman
appeared in Canadian Federal court
in Toronto, pleading not to be sent
back to the States so as not to face
the consequences of fleeing the
armed forces.
The Associated Press reports
there may be hundreds of deserters
in Canada and at least 10 are using
the Hinman case as a litmus test for
appeals of their own.
Hinman enlisted in 2001 and
spent time in Af hanistan, but
applied for non-combat duty and
conscientious objector status after
SPORTS EDITOR
discovering the Quaker religion.
The Army denied his request and
when his unit was deployed to Iraq
in Jan 2004, he took his wife and
young son and headed for the hills -
or in this rase, the great white
North.
The Canadian government ruled
that he could not argue his beliefs on
the illegality of the war and that
punishment for desertion did not
qualify as persecution. Hinzman has
vowed to exhaust every avenue of
appeal and the next judge he's
assigned to, a legendary liberal
jurist named Ann McTavish, has
already suggested it was wrong not
to argue the merits of the war.
This entire process is a travesty in
so many ways, it's hard to know
where to begin. First, who in the
blue hell is Ann McTavish to decide
what is and isn't a legal war? It's one
thing to have healthy debate in polit-
ical circles about President Bush's
decisions on Iraq, but to have them
decided in a courtroom in Toronto is
utterly absurd. Thanks, but no
thanks, Ms. McTavish; I think we'll
let the men and women we elect to
Congress and the executive branch
make those calls rather than some
agenda-driven foreign judge.
Onto this Hinman clown — he's
a deserter, not a draft dodger. He
signed on the dotted line to serve his
country, perhaps the noblest act an
American can take. Then he spit in
the face of all his fellow soldiers and
See DESERTER on page 9
Letters to the Editor
WC reaction
In response to the Feb. 9 article
"University administration to draft
Greek Agreement," the UMaine
Interfratemity Council, as the repre-
sentative of UMaine's fraternities, is
not of the opinion that the proposed
Greek Agreement necessarily will,
or is intended to end Greek life, on
this campus. A member of a frater-
nity was quoted as saying it would
end Greek life; this quote is not rep-
resentative of Greeks in general.
Kevin Ballew, Interfratemity
Council president, was stated in the
article to have said that he could not
See LE I 1 ERS on page 9
Oscar is a
big fraud
Leftist politics
dominate awards
DAMON
GRIFFIN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Each year — and sometimes
every two or three — the Academy
Awards takes a different stance
with the movies that get nominat-
ed, a stance which pertains to the
American psyche. Some years,
that stance has been nostalgic, a
yearning for the old-fashioned,
truly all-American days of
moviemaking, exemplified by
winners such as "Unforgiven" and
"Chicago." Some years, the stance
has been escapist, a celebration of
popular entertainment that sweeps
us away from the world at large,
like "Gladiator" and "The Lord of
the Rings." This year, the stance is
political; red states versus blue
states, democrat versus republican,
conservative versus liberal, all
being imposed on the idea of
'excellence in cinematic achieve-
ment.'
The Best Picture nominees this
year are "Munich," "Bmkeback
Mountain," "Crash," "Good
Night, and Good Luck" and
"Capote." One thing these movies
have in common is politics, specif-
ically liberal politics. The excep-
tion is "Capote," and I suspect that
this may be the Academy's way of
leaving in the race a scattering of
one of their age-old stances that
will never die: the movie about the
American Icon. So, there you have
it: This year's 'excellence in cine-
ma achievement.' America,
America, America. Left-wing,
left-wing, left-wing. Those voters
at the Academy must be pissed off
at Bush and have finally decided
to do the logical thing: Take a
stand against him through an
awards show.
This year, the Academy has
decided once more to sacrifice
judging art in favor of judging ide-
ology in art. Their standards are
allegedly still applied to the quali-
ty and achievement in the film-
making worldwide. This is an
explicit lie. Similarly, the
Academy's continuously subjec-
tive way of nominating movies
has become simply excessive.
See OSCARS on page 9
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DESERTER
From Page 8
citizens and high-tailed it out of here
when the going got rough.
He says he wanted an education,
not to kill people, and that the
Army's clever ad campaigns cover
up the true gruesome nature of the
job. This coward expects us to be
naive enough to think he didn't
know what he was getting into when
he joined? He's never seen "Full
Metal Jacket" or "Saving Private
Ryan?"
The truth of the matter is,
Hinzman joined before Sept. 11
looking to get a free ride — a
healthy salary, job training and
money for college, without actually
having to face danger or combat.
The towers fall, the world changes,
and suddenly he discovers he's a
Quaker? Sony, Hinzman, we
weren't born yesterday.
This case is pivotal because it's a
test case. All future rulings on
American military deserters decided
in Canada will be based on this one.
Not only will this save or send back
scores of deserters hiding up there,
but it could also create an avenue for
hundreds, if not thousands more sol-
diers to flee combat duty, further
crippling the efforts overseas.
Hinzman can appeal all the way
to the Supreme Court of Canada,
and if that fails, he can ask the
Canadian government to let him stay
on humanitarian grounds, and it
could take years. This guy belongs
in prison, and should be thankful
that the penalty for desertion isn't
hanging from the nearest tree as it
once was. Canada needs to expedite
the process and deny him at every
turn, yesterday if possible.
Then, when he inevitably goes
on the run after losing, they need to
deploy the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police to hunt him to the
ends of the Earth, and drag him back
to the United States to face his fate.
Matt Williams loves the Mountie
drama "Due South" and is rooting
for Team Canada in Olympic ke
Hockey.
OSCARS
From Page 8
The plain truth is that movies
are usually not remembered for
their ideologies. Matters such as
moral outlook and political views
become secondary when a great
film is seen. "The Searchers" is a
classic from the '50s starring John
Wayne as an enraged, racist Civil
War veteran. That movie expresses
the importance of sticking to fam-
ily tradition, of men being both
tough and sentimental and has an
arguably racist view of American
Indians. These are rather conser-
vative viewpoints, but the movie
will forever be remembered not
for its views but for its painterly
visuals of the American West, for
its exciting action and for Wayne's
impeccable performance. On the
other side of the coin, we have a
movie like "Dr. Strangelove: Or,
How I learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb," which tells
of the Cold War's eruption due to
a foolish president, a mad-genius
nuclear-scientist and psychopathic
LETTERS
From Page 8
take a position on this. This is all
that can be done, as this agreement
has not been completed and as such,
has not been presented to the IFC or
any fraternities on campus or their
members for review or considera-
tion.
The IFC is committed to work-
ing with the university and its
administration, and looks forward to
reviewing any proposed Greek
Agreement, whenever it is complet-
ed and presented to the WC and fra-
ternities in a formal fashion. The
University of Maine, through Dr.
general. There had never been a
critique on the ineptitude of the
American government more out-
rageous or nihilistic at the time,
but that film will forever res-
onate with viewers for its precise
handling of black comedy and
for Peter Sellers' remarkable
triple performance.
My smallest temptation to
watch the Awards Ceremony on
March 5 is John Stewart, who I
think is funny and would at least
make me laugh a few times. But
even he is a pawn in the game: a
carefully chosen liberal voice for
the similar personal opinions of
the men and women in the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. I am mad at the
Academy, but I would be less
upset if they made a small change.
All they have to do is add a few
words to their dictum
'Recognizing excellence in cine-
matic achievement' and make it,
'Recognizing purely subjective
excellence in supposed cinematic
achievement.'
Damon Griffin's new musical,
A Time To Thrill, failed to receive
a single nomination. 
Robert Dana, has shown through
the years that it is committed to
Greek life. We know the university
will present a reasonable document.
The IFC looks to hold all of its
Greek members to the highest legal
standards, and there is no doubt that
the university will agree with us.
Eric Ouellette
Third-year history major
Secretary, IFC
Enough is enough
In regards to the incessant banter
about religion versus science:
Enough already!
Tonalea L. Chapman
First-year history major
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Dumpster chips
• Valentines
• lieturn of th4rnb-
Nsed filler spice
• Paying for food
• Dying alonei
• Intelligent design and
evolution letters
Comic causes a cry for censorship
Sometimes the best defense is an offensive cartoon
By now, most people have seen
or at least heard about a Danish
cartoon that's causing a lot of stir.
Actually, it's the only thing the
Danish have done to create a stir
since their great pastries were
invented and later, when cheese
was introduced to the aforemen-
tioned pastries. But this controver-
sy is shedding light on a side of the
Muslim world that we had previ-
ously only seen when America did
something to it. The outrage is tan-
gible, the fury is manifesting itself
in the figures of burning embassies
and ashes of Danish flags. The
entire religion seems unified in
detest of the cartoon which wasn't
even funny. Hopefully that's why
they're so upset. If you're going to
commit a sin against your religion,
it may as well be fun, like drink-
ing, which is also a sin in Islam.
Alas, that doesn't seem to be
why they're infuriated. This is, in
fact, a clash of the culture in which
we have been brought up. Muslim
countries are overwhelmingly uni-
fied in their religion and it shows
in their everyday lives: daily
prayer, condemnation of things
that go against the religion and
constant discussion about what
their religion . means. Actually,
from the sounds of it, they're
exactly like our Christian-crazy
country. So what's the difference?
Well, we have a pesky Bill of
Rights, or the European equivalent
of the Human Rights Act, which
allows people to freely speak out
against the government, corpora-
tions and, unfortunately, their var-
ious "boogey-men." As much as
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we hate it, we can't outlaw the
KKK, we can't stop hate speech
and we can't forcibly remove the
voice boxes of those whose shrill
notes eat away at our very souls.
Well, in Iran, they've decided
to take a shot back at those in
Europe by unveiling their new
Holocaust cartoon contest. I'm
not going to say this is a bad
idea, but unless there's a real
comedic gem in there, this is
probably not going to help their
cause. So far, a prominent car-
toon features Adolph Hitler in
bed with Anne Frank. Still wait-
ing. This is not a guarantee in
many, if not all, Muslim nations.
Newspapers and TV stations can
be shut down for the wrong kind
of message and if you value
your skin being attached to the
rest of your flesh, you probably
better not ask other people,
"Hey, do you think the Quran
allows for the killing of other
people?" in certain countries. I
don't want to paint with a broad
brush and I understand the citi-
zens vary from country to coun-
try in their opinion on this mat-
ter, but nothing has unified them
on the issue of censorship like
this cartoon. Should we appease
them by censoring a cartoon that
will be going to cartoon hell if
the Muslims bet on the right
team?
Personally, I am a huge propo-
nent of the freedom of speech. I
buy almost all of my shirts from
tshirthell.com, the most offensive
virtual clothing store around. My
favorite comedians swear like they
breathe and the majority of my
favorite words are four letters
long. Yes, ladies, even that one.
Infringing on our right to free
speech by our government is
unthinkable and to have another
country do it was a foreign con-
cept to me until now.
Some people will argue, "But
they're going to kill us over this
cartoon! They want us dead
because of some Dane now." My
response to that would be, "OK,
hypothetical stranger, they are
going to kill us for this. But sup-
pose we do censor this cartoon.
You think it's going to be more
than five minutes before they find
something new to kill us over? I'm
putting a 20 on under."
The point of this long-winded
article is that free speech is what
separates us from the countries
that preceded us. If you are going
to fight for anything, shouldn't it
be for real freedom and not the
trumped-up jingoism that gets
passed qff as freedom nowadays? I
don't support instigating conflict,
but I do stand by the ideal that cen-
sorship is a tool to suppress people
and to allow it to happen is to con-
cede to tyranny and fear.
Seamus McGrath is a second-
year political science major.
How did Bigfoot get into my dorm?
Subhuman man-beasts spotted in UMaine bathrooms
I know he's out there. I may not
have caught him yet, but the evi-
dence is there and it points straight
to that hairy giant. At least twice a
week I find a disturbing flow of
dirty water backing up into my
shower stall. The genius that con-
structed our dorm decided to design
the showers so all three flow into
one solitary drain, giving Bigfoot
the perfect opportunity to ruin my
day. Sure enough, I glance under-
neath and see enough hair clogging
that drain to leave Simba and Nala
hacking up hairballs all over the
Serengeti. This cuts my precious
shower time short, leaving me irrita-
ble and prone to writing articles for
The Maine Campus. Every guy out
there needs to listen up. Here are my
bathroom suggestions: They are the
laws of the land from now on. As
for the ladies, stop reading right
now. I'm serious, drop the paper and
grab a Cosmo instead. The male
gender does not want you knowing
we have faults or weaknesses.
In case you haven't figured it out
by now: Do not shave in the shower
and leave your hair in the drain. No
one else enjoys showering in other
people's dirty water and filth. Your
chest hair is thicker than you think.;
don't spend 30 minutes in the morn-
ing using a machete to hack through
it I suggest wax, lots of it. And I
would bet your girlfriend would be
more than happy to do the deed and
make you scream like a little girl. If
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you don't have a girlfriend, your
chest hair is the reason for this. Ask
your roommate to take one for the
team and do it instead.
Be a courteous bathroom user
and don't sit down in the stall right
next to someone. We all know it's
just plain awkward. I don't care if
the shower is loud enough to drown
out any noises, you can still see a
foot inches away from you and it
can be distracting. If you have to go
so bad that you have your legs
crossed and are hopping around like
a six-year-old, the rule still stands.
They were there first and deserve a
peaceful environment. Run to
another floor and take care of busi-
ness. And another thing: there is
absolutely NO reason for cross-stall
conversation. If you have been in
that bathroom for so long you need
to start catching up with friends, you
have problems this article isn't qual-
ified to address. Re-arrange your
schedule and reminisce with your
buddy later.
Along the same lines, grunting
and struggling out loud in the stall is
completely unnecessary. There is no
time limit in our restrooms so relax,
take a deep breath, grab the latest
issue of Better Homes and Gardens
and enjoy yourself. Banging on the
walls and pretending to pass a kid-
ney stone doesn't quicken the
process, it leads to popped blood
vessels and less respect from every-
one living on your floor.
And for God's sake, wash your
hands! Your mother would be
ashamed. I am amazed at the num-
ber of guys I see relieve themselves
and bolt for the door. Your day is not
too busy to give the hands a quick
washing. If you are talented enough
not to tinkle on yourself, congratula-
tions are in order. Even so, you still
wash. You touched something that
no one else wants to touch. If they
did, we would grab crotches instead
of shaking hands. But that's not how
it works here at UMaine, so grab a
bar of soap, find a vacant sink, and
have yourself a ball.
It should be safe to assume most
of you learned these invaluable
skills early in life. If so, this is sim-
ply a friendly reminder. If you are
from Lewiston we understand these
are all foreign concepts, and pray
someone will take the time to
explain what you have just read and
its purpose. And if you see the Yeti,
tell him I want my puffy shower
sponge back.
Travis Griffin hasn't showered
and has been holding it since the
first day of classes.
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MUSIC
Rebecca Loebe
Java Jive
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 14
Union Central, Memorial Union
Welbilt
The Frequency
8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 16
Memorial Union
Sophomore Owls Battle of the
Bands
9 p.m. - midnight
Friday, Feb. 17
Field House
Big D and the Kids Table, Lost
City Angels, Nick Name for
Richard, Zebuesk
8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 17
Ushuaia
$10
Covered in Bees, The One
Night Stand, Taco Apocolypse,
Down to Kill, The Nerve Endings
7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 18
Community House, Bennoch
Road, Orono
$5
Soul Lemon
10 p.m.
Tuesdays
Blues Cafe, Orono
Roost
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Blues Cafe, Orono
ENTERTAINMENT
Games Night
Singled Out
8 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 13
Memorial Union
Late Night in the Union
8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 17
Field House
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 18
Bears' Den
ARTS
Poetry & prose reading
English Dept. Grady Award
Winners
4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 16
Soderberg Auditorium, Jenness
Hall
part of the New Writing Series
Michael Lewis
Recent Paintings
through March 16
Carnegie Hall, University of
Maine
The works of photographer
Michael Alpert, sculptor Laura
Fernstock and five landscape
paintings
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
through April 8
University of Maine Museum of
Art
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
$5; Free with MaineCard
EARS
35 cent wings & $2 Bud Light
Pints
Mondays
Finger Rock at Ushuaia
Open Mic Night
9 p.m. — 11 p.m.
Wednesdays
Soma 36
Karaoke
4 p.m. - midnight
Thursdays
Staar Club
Belle and Sebastian's
newest tunes • Page 13 style
Vagina. Can
you say it? Out loud?
In more than 1,150
universities and communi-
ties around the world, women
will say vagina. At more than
2,500 events, men and women will
celebrate the vagina. Throughout the
month of February, from Ethiopia to
England, Indiana to India, Maine to
Mozambique, and Australia to Austria,
female sexuality and strength will be
praised and admired.
At one pinprick on the globe, the Totman
Lounge in Memorial Union at the University
of Maine, 12 women sit in a tight circle of
chairs chattering and laughing. Short, heavy,
wispy; vivacious, shy, loud; with brown hair,
curly hair, long hair and pink — they appear to
have little in common. Then the chattering
stops. One stands up. She raises her voice. Her
story begins. She is celebrated. She is in pain.
She is ironic. She is crying. She is a proper
British woman. She is a sex slave. She is
herself. She is every woman.
The 12 UMaine women are rehearsing
The Vagina Monologues, to be performed
Feb. 16, 17 and 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Donald P. Corbett Business Building.
Eve Ensler's Obie-Award-winning
play, based on interviews Ensler
had with more than 200
women, started a revolution
almost 10 years ago that
gains momentum
every day.
The mono-
logues have been
translated into more than
35 languages.
"Every woman should really
embrace their bodies because the
female experience isn't something to
hide," said cast member Eileen
Wachtl.
For many of the UMaine women per-
forming the monologues, their purpose is
more than shouting the word "vagina" to an
audience. Their purpose is to eliminate the
stigma around the word, to give women a
voice about subjects that have been taboo
such as rape, incest, menstruation, orgasms,
love, sex and masturbation.
"I think it's a powerful experience, and the
cast of women make it an even more moving
experience," Melissa Lewis, director and cast
member, said. "That's why I wanted to get
involved. I wanted to be involved with a mes-
sage that was very powerful."
"The Vagina Monologues," an evolving
collection of women's experiences, stories,
voices and relationships, has been per-
formed at UMaine for six years, Lewis
said. To get permission to perform the
play, groups must register with V-
Day, a non-profit organization the
play gave birth to in 1998 that
works to stop violence against
women, girls and even men.
Not just for
your
momma.
Page 12
See V-DAY on
Page 13
The
play that turned
the taboo on its head
returns to UMaine for
its sixth year
By Khela Kupiec
Asst. News Editor
Givin
If you would like an event post-
ed on the go! calendar, please
contact Pattie Barry on FirstClass.
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New York designer dresses up musical
Twenty-something
costume designer Lex
Liang sizes up 'Jesus
Christ Superstar'
By Bridget Madden
For The Maine Campus
Lex Liang is a difficult guy to get in touch
with. That's because the 23-year-old costume
designer for the UMaine School of Performing
Art's upcoming production of "Jesus Christ
Superstar" is also currently designing for two
shows in New York City, "Baby Girl" and
"Clocks and Whistles."
Liang, who identifies New York as his
home-base, is also the resident designer at
Bangor's Penobscot Theatre. He began work-
ing in Maine last year, when Scott Levy
became the art director for Penobscot Theatre.
"I hadn't met Scott, but we had both worked
on the same production of 'A View from the
Bridge' in New York. When he came to Maine,
he was looking for a designer for his first sea-
son and called me up," Liang explained.
Though he is a native of the Los Angeles
area, Liang says he likes it out here in Maine.
"Maine has been nothing but kind to me; I've
even agreed to be the resident designer again
next year at the Penobscot Theater. It's really
been wonderful."
Working on the university's production of
"Jesus Christ Superstar" has also been a good
experience for him. "This is the largest cast I've
ever dressed; it's really atypical for any produc-
tion. With this many costumes, it's really been
a daunting task. There are 100 outfits, some-
times double- and triple-cast and with limited
resources." ,
Liang's contention is that a costume design-
er is only as good as the costume shop available
at the production -facility, and he says, "The
shop here has been great. Lucia [Williams-
Young, the costume shop manager for the
School of Performing Arts], is wonderfully
resourceful and supportive. It's very nice to
have so much support with what I do."
Liang also has an assistant, Caitlin
Harrison, who helps him often because he trav-
els so much. He said she makes a lot of good
CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
FIT AND FEEL — Lex Liang, costume designer for "Jesus Christ Superstar" poses
with one of the mannequins used to sew the costumes for the production.
decisions in his absence. "She really has a
good sense of my aesthetic and a good way of
implementing it."
In addition to the challenge of designing
so many costumes, there were other chal-
lenges to the costume design of "Jesus
Christ Superstar" because most of the
clothes the characters wear are contempo-
rary. "If it looks too designed, then it starts
to look kitschy. So each piece had to be
designed but couldn't look costume-y."
Liang's favorite pieces of design for this
production are for "Mary's women," who are a
group of reformed prostitutes. For these cos-
filmes, he had to "keep [the characters] back-
ground in mind but also keep in mind they're
no longer practicing," he said, smirking a little.
For research, he gathered several of his friends
in New York who are, in fact, reformed call-
girls, took them to lunch and asked them for all
the input they could give. What he learned was
that "each prostitute has her own signature
style: the Catholic school girl, the 80s rock
star...so even if a girl isn't working anymore,
that style tends to carry over into real-life, into
clothes that people would wear in real-life, only
with a heightened sexuality about them." That
is what inspired him as he designed those cos-
tumes.
Liang was able to establish himself in the-
ater at such a young age because at age 13, he
knew designing was what he wanted to do. "I
was good at arts and crafts and wanted to get
paid to do that." Though no theater program
existed at his athletic-centered high school in
Huntington Beach, he sought out work at other
schools, community and regional theaters. He
started out offering his services for free until he
had a good reputation then began working for
compensation. He graduated from New York
University with a major in theater design for
scenery and costumes. In addition to theater,
he has also worked on Disney parades, televi-
sion programs and fashion events. Each expe-
rience has helped him grow personally and
professionally. Liang works about 18 hours a
day in order to get everything done but likes
life that way. —Jesus Christ Superstar' has
been a really great time. With my job, if you
don't have fun, what's the point?"
Facial scars:
The original
body mod
This
week in
metaphor
By Michael Hartwell
I have taken it upon myself to
control the English language. Every
two weeks or so, I am going to use
this column space to direct the way
people speak. I'm going to introduce
and describe a somewhat-obscure
subject and explain how it could be
used as a metaphor. Then, for a
grand finale, I'll have someone from
the English department use it in a
sentence. After that, the reins of
UMaine's vernacular will fall into
my hands.
Germany's Heidelberg
University is credited with starting a
bizarre fad around the beginning of
the twentieth century. Fencing was a
popular sport with the students and
their equipment was different from
ours. Fighters wielded sharp, heavy
blades and wore metal armor on their
chests and arms. The neck was
wrapped with a thick cotton rope to
protect the carotid artery and the eyes
and ears were guarded by a pair of
mesh goggles. However, as you may
have guessed by the title, fencing
wasn't the fad.
Thick, ghastly facial scars were
the obvious consequence of this sce-
nario. Students weren't put off by the
disfigurements — they loved them.
Pupils would tear open their fresh
wounds and rub red wine into them
to make them more noticeable.
Medical staff would be on hand at
each duel, called a "mensur," and
were instructed to do a poor job of
See METAPHOR on Page 12 •
Boys' Night Out tapped
to play for Bumstock
By Tony Reaves under the wing of the university
Copy Editor rather than Student Government. "In
that sense, it will be covered by the
Bumstock's move to the Field university's general liability insur-
House this year is the biggest in a ance."
In the past, a substantial portionseries of major changes that may
leave the festival unrecognizable to of Bumstock's $50,000 budget was
many. What was once as a two-day funneled into security and insurance.
outdoor festival with more than a Mitchell said the money saved will
dozen bands and a separate DJ tent go into the event's production for
has been scaled back this year to five larger bands like Boys' Night Out.
or six bands playing indoors on Boys' Night Out is an up-and-
Saturday, April 22. coming hardcore-emo-pop-punk
Vice president of Student band currently touring with Armor
Entertainment Derek Mitchell has for Sleep in support of their new
confirmed Ontario's Boys' Night album "Train Wreck." The band
Out one of the major bands playing recently added a female member,
Bumstock this year. Mitchell spoke Kara Dupuy, to sing and play syn-
Friday about the benefits of holding thesizer. The songs on "Train
the festival in the Field House. Wreck" sport titles like, "Purging,"
"Moving inside allows for a little "Relapsing," "Recovering,"
greater flexibility," said Mitchell, "Healing" and "Dying." Their songs
which means more freedom in set- are dynamic and complex, often
ting up lighting and effects. In addi- breaking down into just vocals and
tion, there would be less of a need to handclaps.
hire a large security force. Mitchell said it can be hard get-
"Insurance is actually being han- ting national bands to play
died now through the university Bumstock. Usually, a band is given
through the office of Campus a 10-day window in which they can
Activities and Events," Mitchell
said, a result of Bumstock being See BUMSTOCK on Page 13
Harrison fails miserably in Tirewall'
Movie
Review
Anthony Crabtree
The main problem with the
latest Harrison Ford film
"Firewall" is that it lacks origi-
nality. The plot is the same old
thing that audiences have seen
one too many times. Jack
Stanfield, played by Ford,
works for a security company
that protects banks from hackers
and criminals. Everything is
fine for Stanfield until a gang of
criminals takes his family
hostage and demands that he rob
the bank that he is hired to pro-
tect. The plot is cliche, but
what's even worse is that the
film never once deviates from
its simplicity and instead
embraces it.
This type of direct plot-line
had potential, considering the-
aters have recently been hit with
a barrage of thrillers that
attempt to titilate audiences
with inane twist-endings that
make no sense. In this film,
however, the simplicity only
makes for a dull ride that never
once really engages the viewer.
The danger threatening
Stanfield and his family and the
The simplicity only
makes for a dull ride
that never really engages
the viewer.
sacrifices he must make never
strike the audience as important.
Instead, you know what will
happen, and you're wondering
when it will happen so that you
can leave.
With that said, the film does
have one thing going for it, and
that is the performance from
Paul Bettany as the criminal
leader. He plays the villain well
and his charisma and cockiness
leave a memorable impression.
Other cast members give
performances that are either
standard or far below average
Bettany's henchmen give
cringe-worthy performances
each playing either a maniacal
criminal ready to do anything
for the money or one that
sympathetic towards the family
More disappointing wa
Virginia Madsen, who receiveC
an Oscar nomination last yeat,
for her performance in the filrr
"Sideways," playing the role oi
Harrison Ford's wife. The char-
acter is minor, and the role she
plays in the film is meaningless
For the entire movie she doe
nothing that would call for a tal-
ented actress in the role.
One of the worst things aboui
this film, however, is that ii
comes from a man whom I
believe to be a talented director
Richard Loncraine. It seems
that with this and his last film
"Wimbledon," Loncraine ha5
turned to directing complete
fluff films that are made strictly
to entertain. In order to be suc-
cessful at creating fun pieces of
film that people can go to, turr
off their brains, and simply
enjoy for the action and thrills
films have to provide just that
action and thrills. This film con-
tains neither. Damn shame.
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Painter Michael Lewis portrays
landscapes in Carnegie exhibit
By Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor
"This deep and mysterious place
is the gateway to all wonders." This
quote from "Tao Te Cheng" by
Taoist philosopher Lao Tzu was a
theme in the statement to the public
made by Michael Lewis' art show at
CAmegie Hall, which opened on
Friday.
"Try to be empty. Don't come
to the painting with a lot of pre-
conceived ideas, and let the paint-
ing fill you. Then start thinking
about where did you go and what
in the painting took you there,"
Lewis said. "I'm interested in
starting in the physical world ...
and then taking people to a kind of
inner place, and then it becomes
an individual experience."
The show, which opened Feb. 10,
features 31 paintings from the artist
and University of Maine professor,
and lasts till March 16. The show is
made up of landscape paintings,
which Lewis described as "oil paint-
ings with an unusual technique, kind
of a wash technique. It mimics
trcolor in a way."
"They're about the physical land-
scape, and the inner landscape of the
viewer, trying to get an emotional or
psychological or spiritual quality to
it," he said.
Malcolm Shick, a professor in the
School of Marine Sciences and long-
time friend of Lewis, said that the
artist's work is always evolving.
"Way back, it was mostly figures and
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ADRIANNE HESS
GATEWAY TO THE MYSTERIOUS A spectator gazes
upon one of Lewis' paintings at the exhibition's opening
Friday night.
bold colors and not sort of counter-
culture figures, but it looked very
'60s and '70s. Then he turned to
landscape."
Shick said that around the time
Lewis came to UMaine is when he
began to develop his wash technique.
He also said that this new show com-
bined the fine detail that he is capable
of with his wash technique.
He said that three noteworthy
paintings had a richer, darker and
bolder tone to them. "If you look at
a lot of these, they're sort of out-
doorsy. These almost feel like you're
sitting in a chamber music concert
listening to sin ella cello quartet. It's
just rich."
Jeffiey Snyder, a fifth-year studio
art major who has taken several of
Lewis' courses while at UMaine,
said that Lewis has influenced him as
an artist "His visual reference has
always been strong," Snyder said.
"He does a lot of turpentine washes
to get his technique, and I've done
some turpentine but I've mixed it
with spray paint and other tech-
niques," Snyder said.
The work in the show, which is a
representation of three years of
Lewis' work, was primarily created
and finished in 2005. As far as
Lewis' favorite painting on the night:
"It's all personal, it's like saying
which is your favorite child. It's very
hard to choose. If the work doesn't
come from a personal source, then I
probably don't show it"
"Michael Lewis, Recent
Paintings" will be on display on cam-
pus until March 16 at Carnegie Hall.
Slow cooker aims to delight
Random
yet
Pithy
By Bridget Madden
The little tag line does not lie;
you really can set it and forget it
when you use a slow cooker.
Those of you unfamiliar with this
piece of magical cookware
should familiarize yourselves,
especially if you live off-campus.
If you live in a residence hall, I'm
afraid the slow cooker is off-lim-
its for you.
The slow cooker also goes by
the name crock pot. It was wild-
ly popular in the '70s and is now
a staple in the kitchen. It's also
becoming a beloved retro appli-
ance for busy people all over the
country. Numerous cookbooks
are dedicated to the slow cooker,
as well as a number of Web sites.
You can find recipes for every-
thing in the slow cooker: break-
fast, dessert, gourmet French cui-
sine and good old fashioned
down-home dinners.
The prices for slow cookers
range from fairly inexpensive to
costly. Generally speaking, you
don't want to go with the cheap-
est brand. However, there proba-
bly isn't much difference
between mid- to high-priced
brands. My slow cooker is from
Hamilton Beach and is a five
quart size. It was $24.95 and
suits me well.
If you have a special diet, the
slow cooker can work for you
too. Several books and Web sites
are dedicated to the low-carb
eater. The Zone diet recommends
making oatmeal in a slow cooker.
As a vegetarian, I never run out
of recipes to use for my slow
See COOKER on Page 13
METAPHOR
From Page 11
sewing them back up. This became
so popular that facial scars became a
trademark of German aristocracy.
Look back to propaganda posters
from the first World War and you'll
find plenty of German faces with a
slice missing. If you want to see a
great example of a Heidelburg duel-
ing scar, try Googling SS officer Otto
Skorzeny. However, don't try to
make an association between facial
scars and the Third Reich. Hitler
banned the duels when he came to
power.
As for application as a metaphor,
comparing something to a
Heidelberg dueling scar is tricky. The
ugly scar represented both academic
prestige and a higher social order.
Although the mark is hideous in
nature, the scar becomes a badge of
honor when viewed by someone
who understands its context.
Frowning green faces on Rate My
Professor are the Heidelberg dueling
scars of the professorial set.—Prof
Steven Evans
MA in Francophone Literature
and Media
http://francais.concordia.ca
Areas of expertise:
• Francophone literature
• 16' to 21" century French literature
• Canadian and Quebecois literature
• Cyberculture
• Creative writing
• French cinema
• Women's literature
• Youth literature
Employment opportunities, grants and research assistantships available.
The MA in Francophone Literature and Media allows students to present a multimedia project as part of their thesis.
NB: Students must have near-native fluency in French.
Four Good Reasons to Study in French at Concordia University
• Our faculty has won many national and international awards.
• It is an opportunity to study in French in a largely English-speaking university.
• You can study in Montreal, the largest French speaking city in the world outside of France and one of the most charming,
multicultural and affordable cities in North America.
• It is remarkably affordable! The Master's program in Francophone Literature and Media can cost as little as$2150 Cdn/year (app. $1800 U.S.).
Deadline for application: April 1, 2006 Concordia
UNIVERSITY
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
www.concordia.ca
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GIRL TALK- Christine Guerette (Left), Anna Duchette and
Jamie Roper laugh as they color vaginas with crayons and
sell chocolate vagina-shaped candy at the SWA table in
the Union.
VDAY
From Page 10
According to the organiza-
tion's Web site, "V-Day is a
vision, demand, spirit, catalyst,
process, day, fierce, wild and
unstoppable movement com-
munity. 'V' in V-Day stands for
victory, valentine and vagina."
V-Day has raised more than
$30 million in eight years and
part of their criteria for per-
forming the play is to donate
the proceeds to a local
women's organization. This
year the proceeds will go to to
Spruce Run and Rape
Response.
Outside their Totman
Lounge circle, the women have
set up a table in the basement
of the Union to sell chocolates,
tickets and the play itself.
Performer Anna Duchette spent
a long day melting 20 pounds
of milk, white, and dark choco-
late into vagina-molds that sell
for $1 apiece. Tickets are $6
for students and $8 for the pub-
lic. Information about the
monologues is free. Last year,
the women raised about $3,000
from ticket and candy sales and
private donations.
Each year Ensler writes a
new monologue, highlighting
an important issue. This year,
"Justice to Comfort Women"
pays tribute to thousands of
Asian women who were forced
to prostitute themselves to
Japanese troops during the
Asia-Pacific Wars between
1932 and 1945.
Sixty years after the end of
World War II, the new mono-
logue calls for justice and repa-
rations for the women who suf-
fered in silence until they
spoke out about their ordeal in
the early 1990s. The Japanese
government denies legal
responsibility for the crime.
Cast member Liz Cates
speaks for the comfort women.
"The very first line in my
monologue is one of the most
powerful ones because it repre-
sents all women," Cates said.
"It starts, 'Our stories only
exist inside our heads.' This
line speaks to all women now
and throughout history. The
whole basis for 'The Vagina
Monologues' is that women's
stories only exist in their
heads, but through the mono-
logues, their stories are heard."
Addressing the disapproval
the word "vagina" inevitably
arouses, Lewis said, "It's too
bad people are turned-off based
simply on its title, but I think
once they see a performance
they would agree that it's more
than just about the word "vagi-
na." The monologues are all so
different, and male or female
audience members will be able
to identify with one. Hearing
them collectively, one after the
other, is just an incredible
experience."
CDREVIEW
Belle and Sebastian
"The Life Pursuit"
Matador Records 2006
I met the Belle and Sebastian
folks once. I was a tech monkey for
a music festival they were playing in
Spain. I didn't know what to tell
them, so I bummed a cig-
arette even though I did-
n't smoke, and I told
them this: "You know, I
have a girlfriend, and
she's usually kind of
sad, but when she lis-
tens to your music she
hops. It's only with
your music. So, I
want to thank you for
making the only
music that can make
my girlfriend hop."
That sentence is also a perfect
review of almost any Belle and
Sebastian record. The songs can get
sleepy toes tapping as well as any,
and subversively throw in lyrics on
subjects such as getting beaten up
for being gay or skipping Sunday
school. Taking influences from such
60s lesser-knowns as Donovan or
Tyrannosaurus Rex, the band would
fit perfectly into any summer of
love soundtrack, although with a
greater degree of melancholy.
Imagine, if you will, a slightly over-
cast beach party from the summer
of love, and you will have the sound
of Belle and Sebastian.
The new album, "The Life
Pursuit," is no different. Songs like
"White Collar Boy" and "We Are the
Sleepyheads" provide a great reason
for sad kids to go pogo around their
bedrooms. But hardcore fans may be
surprised at just how much of this
kind of thing is on the CD. Belle
and Sebastian have
always had a
token dance
party number,
but usually the
albums were
filled with intro-
spective, quieter
tracks that provid-
ed the meat of the
album. "The Life
Pursuit" seems
over-burdened with
these songs. Tracks
like "Song for Sunshine" are dis-
appointments that leave one wish-
ing for the solid emotional depth
of the band's earlier work.
Belle and Sebastian fans will
certainly enjoy enough of this
album to make a purchase worth-
while. For newly interested par-
ties, you might be happier with
either "Tigennilk" or "If You're
Feeling Sinister." But this album
has too much hopping around for
me to make it all the way through.
—Eryk Salvaggio
COOKER
From Page 12
cooker. My favorite recipe is my
veggie chili. It's easy and tastes
really good.
Veggie Chili for the slow cooker
1 28 oz. can of ground peeled
tomatoes
1 15.5 oz. can of black beans,
drained
1 15.5 oz. can of red beans,
drained
1 15.5 oz. can of kidney --
beans, drained
1 12 oz. can of corn, drained
1 small chopped onion
1 green pepper, chopped
1 red pepper, chopped
1 snack-sized package of
cashews, chopped
1/2 cup brown rice
1 tsp minced garlic
1/2- 1 tsp hot sauce
1 tsp dried cilantro
1/2 tsp paprika
Salt and pepper to taste
Instructions: Add all ingredi-
ents to slow cooker. Refill
tomato can with water, add to
slow cooker. Stir ingredients.
Set slow cooker to HIGH for 4-
6 hours.
Once you get used to working
with the slow cooker, it is also fun toe
experiment with your favorite foods
and try out different recipes.
BUMSTOCK
From Page 11
play, and the band picks the day
most convenient for them, Mitchell
said, "Whereas with Bumstock the
day is set in stone, and the band
needs to work around it." Bands
need to plan a tour which finds them
in Maine on April 22, which
Mitchell admits can be hard to do.
In addition to Boys' Night Out,
the Bumstock committee wants two
more national or sub-national bands
and one or two local bands, plus
whatever band wins the Sophomore
Owls' Battle of the Bands, where
the winning band or artist is award-
ed a spot at Bumstock.
Mitchell said many of the bands
suggested in the Bumstock folder on
FirstClass have been investigated,
but that they've mostly been dead
ends. "A lot of bands have come up
that we've tried to get," Mitchell
said, but bands are often booked
elsewhere. "I saw Reel Big Fish
come up a couple times. They are on
tour in another part of the country, I
believe, so that's obviously ruled
out"
While the Field House can usual-
ly fit more than 5,000 people,
Bumstock organizers will need to
block off some exits for bands and
security. Mitchell said that each time
an exit becomes unavailable, the
mom's legal capacity drops. "The
fire marshal's office will re-inspect
based on those changes and make
the official capacity number," which
Mitchell expects to be more than
3,000 people.
"It should be a great event,"
Mitchell said. Students are invit-
ed to suggest bands and artists in
the Bumstock folder, located in
the Student Entertainment folder
on FirstClass.
Saturday February 18 2006
7pm
Maine Center for the Arts
Free Admission
Spon,ored b% the ffice of Inlernation.li 'Multicultural Progr, ional Su ...at
A,o,oc ration the Student Heritage Alliance ('t.-lit.1 the t )1fice of Equal 0
Asian Student Association African Student Ass,„Iciation sou
T ,t11-1 ,14 TY1.01,,,111 cty11,10,014
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Not sure if you win be seeing hearts or just seeing red?
Look no further than...
C.R.-
Thanks for all the roses
before bed! I always love
waking up to your be-uti-
ful bed head. -Matt
Sarahbear-
Thanks for being there
and putting up with me.
- Your Dood
To the guys of
22 Chadler, Happy
Valentine's Day.... Kevin, I
love you so much mister.
—Jessica
,RC,
Take me down
adise city, you
place called
you won't shut
Love, Rivers
to the par-
know that
Pensacola
up about.
Ev-
I can't see myself with, on or
under anyone else but you.
Love you & Happy V-day
—Cal
Jamie,
You are my everything
and anything, I love you
bubbay!
Dear Joseph,
I'm pregnant.
Valentine's Day.
— Mary
Happy
To SW-
I love you and all the joy you
have brought me. Love you.
— SC
James F -
You're MY #1,
—Riker
Jeremy,
Roses are red, so are a lot
of things, last night in
bed, you broke my springs
—Dee
Dear food,
Thanks for filling up the
empty hole in my heart.
—Lizzy
To the amazing CHF 351
TAs -
Have a wonderful
Valentine's Day!
—Your secret admirers in
the seventh row.
Happy Valentine's Day to
the sisters of Delta Zeta!!!
Don't know what I'd do
without any one of
you!
Much love, your sis-
ter
To my Darling Andre:
I love you with all my
heart!
— Candice
To Megan "Audrey"
Tucker
Valentine's..what...is it
here? Correct me if I'm
wrong but I believe this
year being your roommate
has been like an old old
wooden ship.
—Steph
Allison,
Meet me in the Edboard
room at 9:15. I will be the
one wearing the leotard
with the holes chewed in
it.
Love always, your funny
valentine.
Alana,
I'm pressed for space,
but I want you to know
that I
—Michael
L.R.
Roses are red, violets are
blue, Happy Valentine's
Day, by the way, we are
through.
—S.P
Dear Diary,
I haven't talked to T-
baggs in three hours I
hope he will still take me
to the spring fling dance.
—Riptide
J.A.B.
Happy Valentines's Day
Babi! Don't know what I
would do without you!
Love, J.L.H
K.J.L.-
I like cuddling with you
on the couch.. .In the buff!
—M.R.R.
Peanut Butter,
If you will be my valen-
tine, I will give you my V-
card.
—boo boo.
Chief-
You would look good in a
cowboy hat. For
Valentine's Day let's go
watch our favorite cow-
boys on the big screen
and then take a roll in the
hay!
Love, Skillz
To my Valentines: Larry,
Curly & Moe.
Don't know what I'd do
without y'all.
All My Love, Hairy
Mary,
You're pirate-tastic
—T
To Joshie:
I love you, Bubies! Happy
Valentine's Day and first-
year anniversary! Thanks
for everything you do!
Hugs and kisses babe!
Happy Valentine's Day
Anthony, I love you so
much baboos.
Love, Lena
Dear Pumpiumpiumkin,
your're my sweetie pie.
Love, the apple of your
eye.
Patrick,
I's so happy I have you
to spend Valentine's
Day with. I love you
Stinky!
Love, Kate
Hey Bubbay,
You are my other half and I
love you more than you know!
Loves, Buttah
M.G.
I love you more with each
of your hilariously dis-
gusting farts. Happy
Commercialized Holiday!!
—Love always, your T.K.
Dear Deb,
Have a great one hun.
—BD
RICCO-
If you are going to pass
out on my couch, next
time at least let me get
some first.
—Anastacia Beaverheusen.
Harold,
Thanks for depetaling my
sunflower.
—Maude
Teej,
I just want you to know
how much I love you and
that your are who I want
to be with for the rest of
my life. Love,
—April
E.E.M. -
Happy Valentine's Day but
moreimportantly...Happy
ONE Year...
Love J.R.L
To: "The M"
Thank you for being you.
You are more than I ever
could have dreamed for. I
love you with all my heart
and soul. ..I cannot wait to
see what the future has in
store for us, together.
Love, YFP
Silvia,
She means nothing to me.
I swear!
—
Evan
Jennifer,
You are my one and only.
—Evan
MEI I= IMO MIMI MIMI
I'll be
cursed if
you won't
be my
Valentine
—
UI
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Greg,
21 years spent waiting for
my prince. One chance
encounter brought us
together, nothing shall
tear us apart. You bring so
much light and joy into
my life. I can't wait for
the rest of our journey.
Here's to the rest of our
life!
Lots of Love, Melissa
T.C. If only you had a
penis, we would be perfect
together.
Toby- I wish there was a
word more powerful than
love to describe how I
feel for you, since love
doesn't even half cover it!
Love, Michelliemellon
Ty,
You are my one and only.
I love you,
forever and always.
—Mere
Dear D,
I'll be your hot pocket if
you will be my pop tart.
Love P.
Kendra,
I love you, you're crazy,
but I love you.
—TG.
Dr.Dana-
If only you were
younger...
Now will you take me off
academic probabtion?
Love Dove-
I was kidding, I love
the H out of you!
—
Wombat
King
Now that
your're the
rock, paper,
scissors
champ Dan
can you show
me some other
moves with your
hands?
—The channel 5 news
team.
Maverick, 
. -
You can be my wingman
anytime.
Love Iceman
Trish,
You are my every reason.
—Rick
Money,
Thanks for loving me
back. Oh yeah and you
owe me 20 bucks.
Your best bud, Kevin.
Second floor Andro girls!
Will you be my
Valentine?! I love you all
so so much!
Love, Jess
r MOMS MOIR MIN MOM 4111111 =MI =II MIMI MEIN MOM MIR OM MIR MI NM
MIN
Dave,
Be my superman?
already saved my
You can put your
on my chest.
—your Lois (Jill)
You've
planet.
symbol
Andrea-
You are an awesome
roommate.. .Even though
you moan in your sleep!
—Monique
Kylie N:
"I got us lost but at the
next cross you said I don't
care where we are, I'm in
the right car" This is the
ride I'm on, This is the
ride I want. Love you.
Plus sized girls,
Thanks for always being
there for me,
—Wayno
Dear ROC reps,
I miss you guys. Alot.
Can I come "home" soon?
—B.B.
AS:
Thanks for introducing
me to my tickler. Who
needs a man on
Valentine's Day, right?!
R.W.
You're the best PAL a girl
could have.
Sally,
You complete me. Forever
yours,
—Harry
Ted, Michael, and Justin:
I love you.
—Emmett.
NMI NNE MU MEIN= an
MO MI MEM UM WM MI MUM MI MX MI MI
Pookiekins,
I'm going to make your
paper as white as the driv-
en snow.
Love, The Eraser. pIauul
Dear Deb,
Have a great one hurl. I
—BD
To my Italian cookie I
with chocolate sprin-
kles. •
Je suis tres heureuse
de t'avoir dans ma I
vie. Je t'aime.
your French pastry.
Liz,
I just wanted you I
to know your the &
most amazing III
girl I've ever met. I love
you more than you know.
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Chad
Jack,
I wouldn't mind having
my plane crash on a
island, getting chased by
the others and making out
in a hatch if it meant
being your little criminal.
Love, Kate
Matty,
You're the peabidy of my
heart now and always.
Love, Joey Thorton
Dear Abs,
I love you more than any-
thing. You make fitness
look so simple.
Love, John Basedow
I*yi.yilpyi
Wanna be
Your
pri
ncess!
Paris,
You're hot.
Love, Paris
Sandy,
You hear that James Blunt
song? Well, thats the story
of me and you. To bad you
couldn't go for me.
Love, Your Secret Admirer
Sandy,
Check that. I don't like James
Blunt anymore but I still
would like to tussle with you.
-Love,
Your Secret Admirer
DDR machine,
We are going to rock your
world this Tuesday. Get
ready.
—York Hall Floor one.
Carol,
I threw waffles at you and
we fell in love. Will you
be mine on V-day.
Love, Ed
John,
Marry me already.
Love, You know who.
Rosalita,
Won't you come out tonight?
Love, Bruce
Joel,
Meet me at the back of the
computer cluster on
Tuesday. I will let you
swipe my MaineCard.
Love, Bobby Jean
Be my flippin'
sweet heart.
a
I
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UMaine vs. Vermont Scoring RALLY
Friday, Feb. 10
UM 0 0 3 3
UVM 0 1 0 1
First period - None
Second period - 1, UVM,
Jeff Corey 13 (Corey
Carlson, Brady Leisenring),
3:38 (5x3 pp)
Third period - 2, UM,
Greg Moore 21 (Josh
Soares, Michel Leveille),
6:47 (pp). 3, UM, Bret Tyler
4 (Wes Clark, Mike
Hamilton), 8:01.
Goalies — UVM, Joe
Fallon, 57:35, L, 6-9-5=20
(3 GA)
UM, Ben Bishop, 60:00,
W, 4-8-6=18 (1 GA)
Sat. Feb. 11
UM 0 1 3 4
UVM 2 1 1 4
First period - 1, UVM, Torrey
Mitchell 11 (Jaime Sifers, Peter
Lenes), 3:25. 2, UVM, Chris
Myers 6 (Lenes, Mitchell), 18:29
(pp). 
Secondperiod - 3, UVM,
Carlson 5 (Kenny Macaulay,
Leisenring), 10:31 (pp). 4, UM,
Brent Shepheard 4 (Jon Jankus),
13:08. 5, UM, Mike Lundin 2
(Derek Damon, Soares), 16:38
Third period - 6, Damon 11
(Leveille, Moore) 0:59 (pp). 7,
UM, Billy Ryan 7 (Keenan
Hopson, Tyler), 5:06 (pp). 8,
UVM, Mitchell 12 (Myers, Sifers),
11:51.
Overtime - None
Preschool
Story Hour?
Monday, February 20th*
1:00pm - 2:00pm
Come and listen to Jane Wellman-Little,
Hattie Shelton and other guests from the
College of Education as they breathe
life into some of today's favorite stories!
* Preschool Story Hour will also be offered:
February 27, March 27, April 3 & April 10
OrlIZEI 1111. LNIV1:41$11 V 01'
For more information, call 581-1700. 171:1MAINE
University of Maine
1110,
are".
"i0Yee Wellness pro 
Have a C7
Heart Warming
Moment This
Valentine's4410 Day!
FREE Blood
Pressure Screenings
Plus Information on Heart Disease & Stroke
The University
Bookstore
Tuesday, February 14th
10:00am - 4:00pm
Celebrate American Heart Month?
-Sponsored by HealthyU & The UMaine Nursing Program -
For more information, call 581-4014. Wi'' 
 """
11:rJwww.umaine.edu/wellness MAINE
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Especially on the road."
The Black Bears improved to 19-
10-1 and 12-8-1 with the victory and
tie.
"I enjoyed coaching our team this
weekend," said UMaine head coach
Tim Whitehead. "I thought both
games we played very passionate.
Guys played real hard for each
other."
The Black Bears and Catamounts
finished their season series 1-1-1.
"This is just a very natural rivalry
between two state schools," said
Whitehead.
Although disappointed with the
stalemate, UMaine was glad to
escape without a loss. Especially
considering the circumstances. With
32 seconds to go in the game and the
score deadlocked, the Black Bears
saw Rob Bellamy head to the sin bin.
To make matters worse, UMaine's
Travis Wight received a minor penal-
ty only 23 seconds into the extra
frame. The blatant throwing the puck
offense gave the Catamounts a gut-
wrenching 5-on-3 advantage for 65
seconds.
Anchored by Bishop, the Black
Bears proved up to the task, shutting
down the talented Vermont power-
play. The biggest play of the advan-
tage came at 3:46 when Travis
Ramsey was able to deflect a pass to
a wide open Brady Lesenring.
Bishop proceeded to close the door at
3:24 of overtime with a poke check
and then a thrilling kick save.
"We really never quit," said
Whitehead. "Despite the two-man
advantage and the whole thing in
overtime, I was very proud at how
our guys competed and how we kept
our focus. What a shift that first unit
of Mullin, Ramsey and Moore had.
That was unbelievable."
Having killed off the Wight
penalty at 2:37, the Black Bears
threw their own offensive assault on
Vermont goalie Joe Fallon. The best
opportunity came at 1:22 when Billy
Ryan got free at the hash marks only
to misfire on an open shot. After
rolling off the inside of Ryan's blade,
the puck trickled down to Fallon.
Both teams failed to generate any
grade-A chances in the final minute
of overtime.
UMaine was able to send the
game to overtime after receiving
goals from Shepheard, Mike Lundin,
Derek Damon and Ryan. The first of
which came at 13:08 of the second
period when Shepheard garnered a
pass from Jon Jankus.
"They're up 3-0 and things aren't
really going our way and then I was
just battling in the corner with Jankus
and the other guys got tied up," said
Shepheard. "The guy that was on me
fell over and the puck just squirted
behind the net. I just walked around
the back of the net and came out front
and tucked it in far side."
Only three minutes later at 16:38,
the Black Bears added another tally
to pull to within one. This time it was
Lundin jamming home a Damon
shot that had ratcheted off the cross-
bar.
The rally, which came late in the
period, was fueled by one of
Bishop's grandest saves of the year.
Laying face first on the ice with the
whole top half of the net empty,
Bishop extended his arm to deflect a
Corey Carlson wrist shot.
Whitehead acknowledged the
save as a pivotal part in the game.
"Ben Bishop never thought the
game was over and it wasn't," said
Whitehead. "He kept us right on
track."
The Black Bears eventually knot-
ted it up at :59 of the third period on
the power play. With Vermont's
Peter Lanes assessed five minutes for
a check from behind, Damon rifled a
low laser from the point past Fallon.
Pumped up, Damon displayed a
vibrant fist clutch to his teammates at
their bench.
UMaine wasn't done. At 5:06,
while still on the power play, Ryan
went top shelf on Fallon. Keenan
Hopson and Bret Tyler snatched
assists on. the go-ahead goal.
The Catamounts answered
though at 11:51 when Torrey
Mitchell scored his second goal of
the night after collecting a rebound
off a wraparound shot.
Vermont built their 3-0 lead with
marks from Mitchell and Chris
Myers in the first, and another from
Carlson in the second.
On Friday, the Black Bears come-
back came in the third period when
the squad recorded three goals in 74
seconds.
"In between periods we said 'this
might be our season," said Bishop.
"So we came out as hard as we could
and fortunately we got those three
goals bang, bang, bang. It was fun."
With the Catamounts striking
early with a tally from Jeff Corey,
UMaine looked to their captain for a
spark.
"For us this was a playoff game.
We nefiled these two points," said
Moore. "We're so excited about how
we played in the third period. It's
been a long time since we played
like that as a team. Everyone was
onboard, everyone was working hard
doing things we ask of each other."
Moore pushed in the Black
Bear's first of the night on the power
play after jumping on a Josh Soares
rebound.
"They were trying to get high but
then they got it low for a rebound,"
said Moore. "The rebound came to
my feet and I kind of kicked it and
whacked at it. The truth was it wasn't
even going towards the net until it hit
the defenseman's shin pads. It got a
lucky bounce."
Leveille earned an assist on the
play.
Following shortly after at 7:17,
Rob Bellamy scored the eventual
game-winner.
"It felt good," said Bellamy. "It all
started with Jon Jankus getting one in
there and taking that body check and
cycling it down low. It was a great
pass from Shepheard as well."
Bret Tyler completed the feverish
assault at 8:01 when he sent a low
wrist shot from the point into the
back of the net. On the play, Fallon
was screened by Leveille.
UMaine returns this weekend to
Orono to grapple with Hockey Fast.
nemesis Boston College in the
biggest series of the year.
Celebration of I*
James F. Horan
1935-2006
Please join Jim's family,
friends and colleagues as we
celebrate his life and 40
years of dedicated service to
the University of Maine.
This will be a time to gather
in remembrance, storytelling
and music.
February 17, 2006
3:15 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
University of Maine
Those wishing to contribute to a memory book, please contact
Cindy D'Angelo by phone at 207-581-1872 or via e-mail at
Cindy.D'Angelo@umit.maine.edu.
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up, and get close to his body so he can't use his long
arms," echoed Zoellner.
The Black Bears, who lost their third straight,
fell to 4-8 in conference and 9-14 on the year. With
their sixth straight win, the Great Danes hold onto a
one-game lead over Binghamton for first in the con-
ference at 11-2, 16-8 overall.
UMaine got off to a slow start, trailing by as
many as 11 before getting to halftime down eight,
41-33. The Black Bears came out of the locker room
playing active, inspired defense and held Albany at
bay for the first 10 minutes of the second half.
Led by eight points from junior Jon Sheets, who
had 15 on the night, UMaine stormed on a 17-6 run
to take a 50-47 lead.
"That's when we started playing together, with
our guards penetrating and kicking, and helping each
other get open," Sheets said.
Wilson scored Albany's next eight points, trading
baskets with UMaine's Ernest Turner, the Black
Bears' leading scorer with 16. That exchange set up
the pivotal 10-0 Albany run.
"Everywhere in America right now in conference
play, regardless of who's playing or where, it's a
war," said Brown.
Albany controlled play the rest of the way, mak-
ing free throws down the stretch to preserve the win.
"I know the score blew up a little there at the end
because we were trapping and doing different things.
But we wanted to try to see if we could get back in
it," said Woodward.
Junior Chris Bruff came off the bench to con-
tribute 13 points and five rebounds which were crit-
ical to getting the Black Bears back in the game.
"We're a different team when he plays that way,"
Woodward said. "He's the one guy who can give us
points and rebounds off the bench. We need that
from him every night."
Albany went to the line 34 times, compared to
UMaine's 19, but the Black Bears made the most
of their chances, converting a near perfect 18-19.
The Danes shot an impressive 50 percent from the
field, while the Black Bears shot 40 percent, and
39 from three-point land.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY KEVIN REARDON
BREACH THE LEVI — Albany's Levi Levine
boxes out Chris Bruff (4) Saturday night.
"We had a great opportunity tonight," said
Woodward. "We couldn't have shot better from
the free-throw line, shot pretty well from three,
and for us had a decent rebounding night.
"But in that two-minute stretch, they made a
few plays and we didn't."
The Black Bears will look to get back on the
winning track on Wednesday, traveling to
Vermont. UMaine beat the Catamounts in over-
time when the teams faced off in January at Alfond
Arena.
The game, which is being carried on NESN as
part of America East's television package, is set to
tip-off at 7 p.m.
Mediocre Ainge on hot seat
By John Madore
For The Maine Campus
Well, well, well. It's a month into
2006 and the Celtics are where they
are every year at this time, right in the
middle. Coincidentally, Danny
Ainge has been running the team for
those same three years.
Commentary
Now, I'm not saying Ainge isn't
the problem, because he very well
may be, but this past week he admit-
ted that the team had "holes." Really,
Danny? It took you three seasons to
figure out that Paul Pierce couldn't
do it all by himself.
Ironically enough, Ainge's two
former teammates, Larry Bird and
Kevin McHale, aren't doing that
well either as general managers. All
three former Celtics are ranked third
in their respective divisions.
OK... maybe I am saying it's his
fault. When your biggest move as a
GM is forcing Antoine Walker out of
town, you've got problems.
When the Celtics went to the
Eastern Conference finals back in
2001, their starting five were Kenny
Anderson, Tony Battie, Eric
Williams, Walker and Pierce, none of
whom are still with the team.
Since then Ainge has mixed and
matched players with no success
whatsoever. He got rid of V'm Baker
and brought in Chucky Atkins, Jiri
Welsch and Ricky Davis. Then he
traded them away along with Mart
Blount, to whom Ainge gave an
enormous contract at the end of the
2003 season and produced very little.
So what exactly did Ainge get in
return? Draft picks. And this is what
bothers me the most: None of these
picks have been great. Now don't
get me wrong, I loved the last two
drafts the Celtics have had, selecting
a plethora of young talents that are
going to be great down the line. But
Paul Pierce is not getting any
younger, folks.
Oh, and just so everyone knows,
the Celtics' No. 1 draft picks between
1996 and 2001 consisted of Pierce,
Walker, Joe Johnson and Chauncey
Billups. Enough said.
What I'm getting at is, when was
the last time the Celtics had a top-
five draft pick? Try 1997 — Billups
was third overall. You would have
thought with how bad the Celts have
been over that period they would
have a top-five pick at least once.
The reason for this is the Celtics
have never been terrible. They
always finish in the middle of the
pack or the number eight seed and
don't make it into the lottery at all.
I'm not suggesting the Celts bomb
the season, but this is where Ainge
needs to do his job. Instead of draft-
ing three mid-level players, trade up
— because God knows you're good
at it — and get a top-three player
who will help this team immediately.
Preferably Sheldon Williams out of
Duke, but if not, Danny, do some.
thing big this offseason. And as
much as most of you hated it, the
addition of Wally Szczerbiak, if they
don't trade him like everyone else, is
a start. The needs are clear: defense
and rebounding.
This should be Ainge's last
chance for success or he will
be traded. And that's the way it
should be.
GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of your career as an Officer, a leader of the US. Army.
ENROLL IN ARMY Ep i*
BECOME AN ARMY 0
U.S.ARMY 
QUALIFY FOR A 2-YEAR ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! CONTACT CAPTAIN JIM MORENO, 581-1125
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Consolante eyes return to the field as a coach
UM standout looks to
future after stellar
women's soccer career
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
For the ups and downs she has faced
in her life, all Linda Consolante has
tried to do is stay consistent.
"The best defensive player in Maine
history," reads her biography on the
school's athletic Web site. The former
Black Bears soccer starlet is looking to
continue her love for the game through
coaching.
"Her confidence has grown tenfold
since she has been here," said women's
soccer head coach Scott Atherley, who
has been with the Black Bears for seven
seasons. "She has all the qualities need-
ed to become a successful college
coach."
The word "successful" has been
something she has come to know. Then
again, so has the word "disappoint-
ment."
• Over a two-year span she has gone
from being a player short of making the
Canadian National Team to being on the
team. She has gone from being con-
cerned about disrupting her team's
chemistry to being a reason why most
opposing teams have no offensive chem-
istry during a match.
She bears the proof of being a stopper
in the form of a scar on her middle fin-
ger, won playing against Boston
University.
"I guess the reason I am not
depressed about playing is because I
could do it outside of the States this
summer," said Consolante, as she stared
at her finger. "But my body is beat-up
and it's a good thing I am resting."
Resting — another word that she
knows but rarely takes stock in.
Instead of just going to class and tak-
ing it easy, her idea of resting is never
having a moment of downtime. An
example would be her Wednesday after-
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOBIGRED.CA
NATIONAL TREASURE — UMaine's Linda Consolante, seen here making
a slide tackle for her Canadian club team, played in the World Cup for
Team Canada in 2003.
noon. She talks about going to a 5 a.m.
practice like it's getting a drink of
water.
While most ath-
letes balk at training
with their team after
their career is done,
Consolante decided
to take it one step
further. She is still
leading the Black
Bears, except this
time it is through
instruction instead
of ,her play on the
field.
"I am really lucky
because my capstone
been totally torn apart from the team."
"It has been so much apart of my life
that I could not step back from it."
Consolante's life start-
"It has been so much
a part of my life that
I could not step back
from it.
Linda Consolante
UMaine women's soccer
is working with the soccer team,"
Consolante said. "I help out with the
individuals and practice and I have not
ed in Beaconsfield,
Quebec located on the
west end of the island on
Montreal. There, her
Italian father coached her
on how to dribble a ball,
but more importantly, not
to let others dribble
through her.
From there, something
that began as father-
daughter time expanded.
She went from being a
girl with skills, to being
one of her province's best players. That
led to her getting noticed by Atherley
and who brought her to Orono to anchor
$ Attention:All Student Government Board, CommunityAssociation, Committee & Club Members
Budget packets for the 06-07 fiscal year are available now in the
Student Government Financial Affairs Office (FAO), Room 152,
on the ground floor of the Memorial Union during regular office hours.
These packets can be obtained on a daily basis through the deadline
date of Friday, March 24, 2006. Some organizations have been assigned
mailboxes in the Wade Center for Student Leadership. For these
organizations, the packets have been placed there already.
The only organizations that need an appointment scheduled with the
VPFA are Student Entertainment, Legal Services, Boards
and Community Association representatives. A list of appointment
times will be available in the FAO for these organizations.
REQUIREMENTS: Your club must be considered active,
attained final approval status and the president and treasurer must be
undergraduate students. To check your club status, please come to
the FAO as soon as possible.
DEADLINE: Completed forms must be submitted to the FAO
by Friday, March 24, 2006 at 3 pm.
For more information, contact Susan Poll at 1-1778.
Peanut Buster
Parfait
$1.99
a defense that reached double-digit
wins every year she was there.
"When I first saw Linda play I real-
ized that she had terrific potential and
physically she had great size," Atherley
recalled. "Technically she was very
adept and what really jumped out at me
was how hard she played."
"She was fearless when I watched
her play."
So fearless, in fact, that it led to the
2002 America East Defensive Player of
the Year award. A year later, instead of
getting recognized by a few states, she
got the biggest praise she could have
ever received by playing for Canada in
the World Cup.
Basically, she had everything she
could ever want. She was playing for
her country. She was at a place most
could only imagine, yet, she had her
mind on something else — her team-
mates in Orono.
She pointed out how she was nervous
about coming back to Orono. How can a
player who has basically made oppos-
ing defenses cringe be nervous about
coming back? Simple — she was more
concerned about not hurting the team's
chemistry.
That season she did not hurt any-
thing, but during the summer she did
hurt her ACL and missed the 2004 sea-
son. Like everything else that has hap-
pened to her, she did not complain.
Instead she came back better than ever
and is looking to instill that same atti-
tude in a program she hopes to call her
own someday.
"At 33, I'd love to be a head coach
for a D-1 women's soccer program,"
said Consolante when asked where she
would like to be in 10 years.
"The main thing is I like to be with
motivated people. I could not give a
name of a school — that is beyond me
— but to be at a program that can attract
motivated, dedicated players would be
great."
The thing that made her great was
that while being at a program, she never
let much go beyond her and if she did,
she stopped them. How? Ask her and
maybe she might give you the finger.
THEMAIN E
CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
Services: 
GOT CONFLICT? WE
CAN HELP! UMAINE
MEDIATORS, 581-2639
Apartments &
Houses
eff,1,2,3,4,5,6 bed
avail.
KC Management:
866-7027
Contact Allison Frazier
on FC or at 581-1273 to place
your classified advertisement.
OLD TOWN SCHOOL DEPARTMENT VACANCIES
J.A. LEONARD MIDDLE SCHOOL
-1/7 Choral leacher (for remainder of 05/06 school year only)
-Track Coach
OLD TOWN HIGH SCHOOL
-Head Football Coach
-Softball Coach
-IV Softball Coach
APPLICATION MAY BE DOWNLOADED
FROM WWW.OTSDORCi
SEND COMPLETED APPLICATIONS TO:
David Walker, Superintendent of Schools
156 Oak Street, Old Town, ME 04468
or by E-Mail to latiraldeshanegotsd.org
2 Chili Cheese Dogs $2.00
Dairy Queen
613 Stillwater
Avenue
Old Town
827-9446
Open Year Round
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BRUINS CORNER
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
Admit it. You're shocked that
the Boston Bruins sit at .500 and
are just two points out of the
play-offs at the Olympic break.
Well, you're not the only one.
For the vast majority of the
Bruins nation, the playoffs were a
pipe-dream, and the scouting on
top-ten draft picks was beginning
in earnest. Head coach Mike
Sullivan was supposed to be fired
tomorrow no fewer than 85
times, and general manager Mike
O'Connell wasn't far behind.
But then a Vermont Catamount
changed everything.
Tim Thomas survived
waivers, came to Boston and
made every team that passed him
on the wire wish they hadn't.
The former collegiate goaltender
is 8-3 with a 2.17 goals against
that had been well under 2.00
before he was scorched for six
goals in a loss to the Lightning
Saturday night.
But that 6-5 home loss,
Tampa's first win in Boston in 12
years, presents Sullivan with an
interesting problem after the
Olympics. Rookie sensation
Hannu Toivennen will be back
from a groin injury that has side-
lined him for nearly two months.
The Finn put up a 9-5 record with
2.63 goals against in his time as
the B's starter, and spearheaded a
run similar to Thomas' that may
have saved Boston's season.
Now, before Saturday night, it
was certainly Thomas' job to
lose. You've got to go with the
hot hand, after all. But that hand
cooled off considerably in the
shellacking, and put the team on
a two-game winless streak.
That stretch, coupled with a
tradition of sorts that you're not
supposed to lose your job to
injury, puts Sullivan in a hell of a
spot when it comes to who plays
when Hannu returns.
Add to the mix embattled for-
mer rookie of the year Andrew
Raycroft, and the Bruins official-
ly have a log-jam in net with
three players who believe in
earnest that they should be the
starter.
That's not necessarily a bad
thing though. The Bruins are still
a little weak on defense and
could use a top-shelf finisher up
front. There are going to be
plenty of teams looking to
acquire a starting goalie at the
trading deadline and Boston has
a few to spare.
Who's most likely to move?
Most fans would love to see it,
but Raycroft probably isn't going
anywhere. His performance has
been so poor, and his stock is so
low right now that the Bruins
can't expect fair value in the
trade market, and can't let a tal-
ent like his get away without a
solid return. Although if a pre-
mier skater having a bad season
or someone of equal value is
offered, the Bruins will pull the
trigger in a heartbeat.
That leaves Toivennen and
Thomas, and between the two it
looks like Thomas is earmarked
for the express lane out of town.
Toivennen was the team's No. 1
pick a few years back, and
Thomas is a journey man.
It's not fair to think a guy like
Thomas, who came in and kept
the ship afloat while the other
guys were incapable or incapaci-
tated, could be used up and spit
out that way. But it's the truth
about the business aspect of
hockey. He's at his peak right
now, and odds are he might not
stay there forever.
Perhaps his biggest gift to
Bruins nation won't be in his
recent success on the ice, but is
yet to come, in the gift of a great
forward who makes the team that
much more dangerous down the
stretch, or a top-notch defender
to protect his compatriots
between the pipes.
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Cleveland Indian
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Thursday, February 16
12:00pm -1:00pm
Personalized autographed copies will be
available for purchase!
Free to the public.
For more information, call 581-1700.
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Catamount goalie Jenilee Roy for
a 1-0 lead. A few minutes later,
White followed up her house-
mates' goal with one of her own to
extend the lead to 2-0.
Less than a minute later, the
Black Bears were threatening in •
the Vermont zone when they creat-
ed another scoring chance. With
Brigitte LaFlamme behind the net,
the forward fed the pass to fresh-
man Patricia Gagnon for the 3-0
lead.
After both teams were finished
swapping special team situations,
the Black Bears broke a 16-minute
scoring deadlock in the period.
UMaine was making its way up the
ice as Vani, who had three assists,
- was deep in the Catamount zone.
Vani fed a pass to White, who
scored her second goal of the
game.
The final goal of the period
came with less than two minutes
left.
With a face off to the left of
Roy, UMaine's Amy Quirion won
the draw as the puck made its way
to Kim Meagher. Meagher, who
transferred from Boston College
this year, threw a shot on net that
hit the inside of the post to increase
the lead to 5-0.
"I thought we were first on the
puck and we kind of played with
the score," Perron said. "The puck
went in for us and the next thing
you know, you are up three goals."
COVER UP —
CAMPUS PHOTO BY KEVIN REARDON
Freshman goalie Genevieve Turgeon gath-
ers a loose puck yesterday. Vermont failed to pilfer her net
during UMaine's weekend series against the Catamounts.
UMaine struck again in the
third period off the power play. As
Vani had possession, she sent the
puck to Kelly Law, who hesitated
with her shot and then put the puck
on net to beat replacement goalie
Katie Nichols for the 6-0 lead with
less than 10 minutes in the frame.
The Black Bears scored one
more time as Quirion made her
fourth goal of the season with 90
seconds left.
The Black Bears hope to cv-
tinue their winning ways next
weekend in a two-game set against
Boston University. UMaine han-
dled the Terriers 7-0 earlier this
season.
ROAD
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of their shots during the stretch.
Colleen Kihnurray started the spurt
with a pair of free throws, and
Barker added a bucket in the lane
to pull the Black Bears even at 50-
50. Schrader added two more at
the charity stripe before Margaret
Elderton scored five-straight
points, including 3-of-4 at the line.
Sherri Mikus scored a team-
high 18 points, dished out four
assists and had four steals.
Amanda ward pitched in with 13
points and four rebounds. The
Great Danes struggled from the
field, shooting 0-15 from behind
the arc.
"Our players got a little tenta-
tive at the end of the game, and
started to second guess their
shots," said UAlbany coach Trina
Patterson, whose team shot 41
percent, 23-of-56, from the floor.
"The two things we pride our-
selves on are rebounding and
defense. We did a good job hold-
ing them to 34 percent shooting,
but our rebounding was not
where it needed to be."
The Black Bears return home
for their next game on
Wednesday night, when they play
host to Vermont at 7:30 p.m., at
Alfond Arena.
class Of 1944
BEAR'S DEN
A Romantic
Dinner for
Two!
Sweethearts Dinner!
Tuesday, February 14th
Available: 6:00pm - 10:00pm
MENU
BEVERAGES:
Champagne, White or Red Wine*
(Must be 21 to purchase)
Assorted non-alcoholic
beverages, sparkling cider &
Juices
ACCEPTING: Cash, Credit Cards, Black Bear Bucks
& Dining Funds!
APPETIZERS:
Sweet Gourmet Cheese
Fondue
Winter Squash Crostini
SALAD:
Mesclun Greens Salad
with Red & Yellow
Roasted Tomatoes,
Shaved Romano &
Basil Vinaigrette
Reservations Required
581-4407
If calling after hours, please
leave message & we will call
you with a confirmation.
CHOICE OF ENTRÉE:
Steak with Roquefort Sauce
Polenta Stuffed Portabella Mushroom
Salmon with Golden Beet Sauce
All entrées served with a Fresh
Vegetable Mélange & Roasted
Potatoes
Reservations must be made by
12:00pm on Monday, February 13th!
DESSERT:
Chocolate
Mousse
dift&444 oililack
—NO Bear
oiNtoo
PER COUPLE:
$39.95
*Excluding Alcoholic Beverages
(Non-Alcoholic Alternatives Included)
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White leads Black Bears to sweep
Turgeon blanks UVM
in back to back games
By Ryan Clark
Staff Reporter
ORONO - If captains lead by example,
then Cheryl White put on a clinic.
The senior scored four goals over the
weekend as the University of Maine
women's hockey team
swept the University of
Vermont at the Alfond
Arena in Hockey East
play. Saturday's game
saw UMaine defeat the
Catamounts 7-0 as they
followed up on Sunday
with a 3-0 victory.
"Consistency has been our biggest
problem the entire year," White said. "We
have to keep our focus and we are really
good at home but our next game is on the
road and so are the playoffs.
"We have to take the same focus we
approach the game with at home on the
.ad as well."
UMaine's successful weekend brings
their record to 15-6-6 and 7-6-4 in confer-
ence. As for the Catamounts, they fall to 3-
24-2 and 1-14-1 in Hockey East. Besides
improving their record, the Black Bears
are tied with the University of Connecticut
for the final spot in the playoffs.
Similar to Saturday's game, the Black
Bears used early offensive opportunities to
set the tone. A little more than 12 minutes
into the game, freshman forward Vanessa
Vani was skating towards the net when she
left a backhanded pass for White to give
UMaine the 1-0 lead.
UVM 0
UM 3
UVM 0
UM 7
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SWEPT ASIDE — Cheryl White, seen here moving in on Vermont
goalie Katelyn Nichols, scored four goals on the weekend.
Before closing the period, Brigitte
Laflamme followed Vani's lead setting up
goals around the net. The reigning confer-
ence player of the week played a pass from
behind the net to Sonia Corriveau who
scored to give UMaine the 2-0 lead.
"We are in the playoffs as of now so we
want to keep going," Vani said. "We have
to win at BC and at BU, so there are no
worries."
In the final period, the Black Bears out-
shot the Catamounts 15-4, but there was
no shot more important than White's goal.
The goal came when Vani, who had five
assists on the weekend, played the puck to
White. From there a streaking White
made her way around a Vermont defender
and shifted her body to put a shot on net
and give UMaine a 3-0 lead.
Saturday's matinee witnessed a Black
Bear offensive barrage that started a little
more than three minutes into the first peri-
od as a shot by Julie Poulin beat
See SWEEP on Page 19
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Comeback Kids
Men's hockey rallies to
take three critical points
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
Burlington, VT — With eight minutes to go in the
second period Saturday night at Gutterson
Fieldhouse, the University of Maine men's ice hock-
ey squad saw their whole season 
flash before them. UM 4
Down 3-0, the Black Bears had
two options: Either pack it in and UVM 4
suffer a debilitating defeat or stage
one of the most dramatic rallys
since the 2004 postseason. UM 3
UMaine chose the latter. 
VU M 1And this time there was no
heartbreaking penalty shot, no
deflating empty-netter. This time, the Black Bears
skated to a gritty and courageous 4-4 tie against
Vermont.
Combined with Friday's 3-1 comeback victory,
UMaine hauled in three important conference points
and bounced back into the NCAA tournament pic-
ture.
"We need these games for the PairWise
Rankings," said netminder Ben Bishop, who started
both games for UMaine. "We didn't come up here to
lose or tie. Everything is going down in the PairWise
Rankings right now. Getting three out of four points
right now isn't bad."
Over the weekend, the Black Bears jumped from
21st in the PairWise Rankings into 15th.
"Confidence-wise our team has definitely
proven a lot to ourselves," said UMaine forward
Brent Shepheard. "Since the start of the year, we've
been having a few good games and then a loss here
and a loss there but I don't think a lot of people
expected us to come in here and take some points.
See RALLY on Page 16
UM finally gets
victory on road
By Meghann Burnett
Staff Reporter
For the first time in nine road games, the
University of Maine women's basketball team
found themselves on the right side of the win-loss
column.
The Black Bears overcame a 24-11 run by the
Albany Great Danes to open up
the second half to hang on for a
61-52 victory. With the win.
UMaine moves to 7-14, 3-7 in
America Fast, while Albany
falls to 5-17, 1-10 in America East, dropping their
seventh-straight contest. It was the Black Bears
first conference road win of the season.
Senior center Abby Schrader recorded her
league-best ninth double-double, pouring in 19
points and pulling down a career-high 15
rebounds. Schrader also tallied two blocks and
three assists in 29 minutes of play.
Junior Bracey Barker and sophomore
Margaret Elderton scored 13 points apiece, and
junior Ashley Underwood tossed in eight points,
playing 39 minutes.
The Black Bears owned a 43-29 edge in
rebounds, made 22-of-27 attempts from the char-
ity stripe and only turned the ball over 15 times.
UMaine took a 35-29 lead going into inter-
mission, but the Great Danes rallied to open the
serond half, leading 50-46 with 7:35 remaining.
The Black Bears regrouped and went on an
11-0 run of-their own, and Albany missed all 11
UM 61
UAB 52
See ROAD on Page 19
Wilson, Albany stuff UMaine upset bid
Men's basketball drops third straight in
spite of career nights from Petkus, Bruff
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
ORONO — For much of
the second half, the University
of Maine played perhaps their
best basketball of the season,
and seemed
poised to r--
UAB 87shock the first-
place Albany 1UM 73
Great Danes.
But with
UMaine leading 60-59 with
just under eight minutes to
play, Albany showed why it is
the team to beat in America
East. They ignited a 10-0 run
over just two minutes of play
that gave the Danes the cush-
ion they needed to escape
Alfond Arena with an 87-73
victory Saturday night.
"Just a couple possessions
where we didn't get a shot and
on the fast-break they laid it
in, simple as that," said
UMaine senior Freddy Petkus,
who tied a career-high with 15
points on the night. Petkus
made four three-pointers and
saw his other three points
come on free-throws drawn by
a foul on a would-be trey.
UMaine turnovers gave
Albany each of their posses-
sions over the run, which fea-
tured a pair of three-point
plays that fouled out both jun-
ior center 011i Ahvenniemi
and freshman forward
Philippe Tchekane Bofia.
Both players were limited by
foul trouble throughout the
second half.
"If we have critical guys in
foul trouble, that's a problem
for us," said UMaine head
coach Ted Woodward. "But I
give them credit; when you
have to guard the guys they
have that happens. They had a
lot to do with that foul trou-
ble."
Albany's size advantage in
the post proved deadly, as 7-2
German center Kirsten
Zoellner put up a career high
17 points.
"Kirsten was our x-factor
tonight," said Albany's Jamar
Wilson, who had a season-
high 30 points. "They had to
open up their, zone because he
was so strong inside."
Though Ahvenniemi had
five blocks, he was often
unable to get position on
Zoellner.
"Kirsten got deep position
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IN BETWEEN — Albany's Jamar Wilson knifes through
Jon Sheets (5) and Ernest Turner (3) Saturday night.
and made quick moves. I
think when you start hesitat-
ing and making fakes, that's
when Ahvenniemi can get
you," Albany head coach Will
Brown said.
"I just try to play straight
See STUFF on Page 17
